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Mount

Waldo

Sunday

District

School Association.

of the City Governevening with
Monday
4
The annual session of the Mount Waldo
l)lt; Aldermen Simmons, Sunday School Association was held at
itiit.'h; Councilmen Howes, the Methodist church at Winterport on
mj.son, Hall, Field, Perry, Friday, May 31st, with the president, E.
:esent.
H. Boyington presiding.
the assessments for street
Devotional services were conducted by
r.lered for Monday, June Rev. T. H. Martin of Searsport.
Aldermen’s
m. at the
Address of welcome was by Mrs. W.
H. l.ord and the response by Rev. J. J.

meeting

j!

p"8"1
f!

I
;

Memorial

Day

Observances.

They Were Unusually Appropriate. The
P*** Taken by the Red Cross a New and
Interesting Feature. Influence of World number, Department Commander,
War Apparent.
L. Curtis, driving his car for G.

Memorial Day was most appropriately
observed last Thursday. The sky was
overcast with an occasional glimmer of
sunshine and no rain fell. The commander, chaplain and other leading members
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
jnts was read and pass- Hull.
expressed their appreciation in no uncerReports of the following schools were tain terms, saying it was the best the
$ 443 50 read: West Winterport, Baptist; Stock- post had ever had and while acknowledg,i(!es
M
100 00 ton Springs, Congl; Monroe, reported no ing the assistance of all were deeply
98'42
account.
school; Frankfort, reported no school, grateful to the Red Cross’ participation.
The exercises of the day were opened
406 85 Congl; Sandypoint, Congl, reported no
oooo school; Ellingwood’s Corner, Methodist,
at 9.45 a. in. with a union prayer meetMethodist.
ing of the city churches in the Methodist
218 16 Winterport,
The president appointed the following auditorium, in accordance with the request
so 38
of President Wilson. Rev. Arthur E.
4 supplies
13J 91
committees:
™
aurance.
Nominations, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Per- Wilson of the Unitarian church explained
29 37
127 50
the motives of the meeting, etc., Rev.
kins and Mrs. Hill.
1,252 92
Resolutions, Rev. T. H. Martin, Rev. J. Walter T. Hawthorne of the Congrega152 40
474 33 J. Hull and Rev. N. F. Atwood.
tional church offered prayer and Rev.
18 60
On place to hold next convention, Mrs. Chas. W. Martin, Methodist, conducted
30 70
.muse
304 00 J.
Lawrence, Mrs. Perkins and Miss the music, etc., Rev. J. Wilbor Richard...

f
«„■

V

27 34
4998

..

$6,194 70

Grant.

j

j

The address by Rev. J. J. Hull, Adult
Field Secretary Of the Maine State Sun-

son, Baptist, was out of town.
Committees under the direction of the
Post had marked their comrades’ graves
in Grove Cemetery with flags and built a

day School Association, explained the
International Sunday School Chart.
mound to the unknown dead on the G. A,
12.00 noon. Adjourned to the vestry R. lot early in'the'morning. Grove Ceme,e extension of Primrose
-ind referred to the com- for dinner.
tery as a whole never presented a better
1.20 p. m. Devotional services were appearance. The grounds around the new
way and bridges.
the Coe-Mortimer Com- j led by Rev. N. F. Atwood of Searsport. I chapel have been graded, trees set out
the
1.35 p. m. Address by Rev. T. H. Mar- and flowers planted. The vivid green of
ing nf dolphins near
tin. The Sunday School and the Day the well kept family lots everywhere was
v,.r bridge was read and
ommittee on highways School, Their Relative Importance.
brightened with flowers of which there is
2.00. Address by Mrs. H. Hully of unusual abundance this season.
,f c. W. Lancaster and Stockton Springs, “Jesus as a Boy.”
Flags were displayed on many of the
2.30.
tiding of a cement sideReport of committees and elec- public buildings and private residences,
street from Washington tion of officers.
particularly on the line of march.
owav to the shoe factory
President, W. H. Lord, Winterport;
Sixty children under the direction or
tied to the committee vice president, A. H. Perkins, Monroe; Mrs. Belle P. Towle, patriotic instructor,
; r
investigation and secretary and treasurer, E. H. Boyington, Mrs. Rose Fairbrother, chaplain, and Mrs.
Nettie M. White, senior vice of Thomas
Winterport.
The Committee on resolutions made H. Marshall Circle, with an escort of Boy
nuance committee were
ke arrangements with the following report which was adopted:
Scouts, marched to the lower bridge
ext for services of a
We, the undersigned, desire to express where the impressive ceremony took place
pleasure that is ours in the privileges of casting flowers on the water for the sailr,tad investigation.
| the
of the day; and in the spirit of this conmmittee was authorized [
osr who gave their lives for their country.
j vention. In these days of unrest and
■id art on the matter of strife, of turmoil and
suffering, God has The chaplain read a selection concerning
been gracious to us. and we have rest the service and offered an appropriate
and peace and security to consider this
on city property was
prayer. After singing the Star Spangled
supremely important factor of his kingnge for the.securing of j dom.
Banner and America the children returnBe it, therefore,
|
Hiding.
! Resolved, That we return heartfelt ed to Memorial Hall led by the Scouts,
at automobiles should ! thanks to Him and record our purpose to where they disbanded.
nter of Main and High ! serve him more efficiently in the great
At 10.30 a. m. every available seat was
field of Sunday school endeavor and opi,ie distance from the
portunity. That we extend our thanks taken in the Colonial Theatre, which was
I
wo streets.
to the retiring officers, and to all who
very generously given for the regular hall
|
ot to allow the sale of ! have served our district in any way,
>f Lvnwood H. Staples
extension of Charles

an

1

gift1
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!
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After the assembly the program was opened with the audience singing Star Spangled Banner, the Belfast
In the American
Band accompanying.

j

Overture—a medley of National airs—the
Band was never heard to better advant-

I whether at this convention or in the year
Fourth of July.
| past. That we pray God speed for the
e of Fourth of July was
! officers-elect and accord to them our
al committee, consist- hearty co-operation. That we record our
i c
I appreciation of the cordial welcome given
ences, Ferry and Field,
of our kind entertainment and the
lance of city treasurer for us,
bountiful provision for our needs and
|
vas read and accepted.
comfort; and we pray the Divine blessing
the citv marshal, show- to remunerate and abide with the paster
| and
people here, upon the local Sunday
er the month, was read I
school and all the branches of His king1 dom here.
Respectfully submitted,
chief engineer, show- i
T. H. Martin,
was
read
the
J. J. Hull,
eg
month,
|
N. F. ATWOOD.

exercises.

age. The general orders were read by 14
C. Putnam, Adjt., who also read the names
of the members of the Post who have
died since last Memorial Day—George W.
'atterson, Daniel O. Bowen, Alexander

McCambridge, Rev. Michael Andrews, J.
Harvey Stinson, James H. Clark, John C.
The next convention will be held with
e tax collector, showGilmore, Fitz W. Patterson, Capt. George
been collected from the the Congregational church in Stockton.
T. Osborne. A brief but very cordial adu
*707 00 from the taxes Springs.
dress of welcome was given by Comman! The next on the program was an adD?
and accepted.
der Thomas Gannon, followed by the
allow the use of the dress by Rev. N. F. Atwood of Searsport,
Chaplain, Dr. A. O. Stoddard, in prayer.
the use of the Corn- on Developing Efficiency.
The Gettysburg Address, now fraught
Rev. J. J. Hull spoke on the
2.50.
between July 24th
ua
with new meaning, was very gracefully
Adult Organized Class, which he desigread by Miss Sabra B. Dyer as were also
Con- nated as the most i mportant thing in the the
a
was elected
three patriotic selections, The Vetercommunity.
tiabie
The Little Green Tents, and Toasts
3.45. Address by Rev. J. E. Blake of ans,
to the Flags by Mrs. S. A. Parker; and
Bucksport Center.
4.15.
Rev. C. A. Purdy, pastor of the The Little Bronze Button by Miss Alice
entertaining church, spoke on the Home E. Simmons.
■iUkihS F. ACSTIN.
Department after which the conventio n
One of the new war songs, “Keep the
adjourned.
n, formerly of Boston,
Home Fires Burning” was beautifully
iri Bangor, May
30th,
rendered by Miss Katherine E. Brier,
MEAT CONSUMPTION.
w ith pneumonia.
He
bringing tears to the eyes of all. The
investment securities
I
for All Forever”—by
The United States Food Administra- quartet—“Freedom
well and favorably
Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mrs, E. S. Pitcher,
tion is extremely desirous of securing
..where he was a freChas. F. Hammons and Mr. Pitcher with
voluntary reduction in the consumption
is
cousin, Mrs. J. L.
Mrs. M. O. Dickey at the piano was also
of meat to provide sufficient supplies for
'he grandson of Mrs.
A patriotic tableau was
the army and Allies and thus avoid re- very appropriate.
"tin, a native of Northgiven—“Flags [of the Allies”—Eva V.
introduction
There
of
the
meatless
days.
ict t visitor here.
He is
Jennie Roberts, England;
is now a seasonal shortage of meat and Dutch, France;
fe, Caroline B. Austin,
Olive Robertson, Belgium; Beulah Young,
the shipment of live stock to the market
aroline F., his mother,
Vivian Howard, America, who
will steadily decline for the next few Italy;
Mster and four brothslowly unfurled their flags as Miss Julia
it
that
conmaking
imperative
Harry, Mansfield, Roger months,
Littleiield at the piano played their Naservation measures be taken if the needs
rstin.
The remains will
tional airs. The address by Rev. Walter
of the Allies are to be met. The necest ester and the funeral
T. Hawthorne was excellent from beginsities for shipment abroad to our army
m. at the residence of
to end. He acknowledged his loyalty
and our Allies are very large and amount ning
to England, his birthplace and early home;
to roughly 75,000,000 pounds of meat and
the land for which several of his brothmeat products of all kinds per week,
f unique
furniture, a against prewar normal of less than 15,- ers have recently given their lives. In
air and footstool, are
every sentence he expressed a deeper,
000,000 pounds.
'ou df the Belfast
broader and stronger love for the country
Drug
,(
lu
A
Glenn W. hunt and Roscoe Penney of of his adoption, a devotion born of reBanks, proprietor.
ian design
and carved Thorndike and Wilbur A. Carter of Troy spect and adoration. His references to
knife by George W. Mad- left last Thursday in the draft call for the Boston Tea party and tc events in
;
Mr. George F. Kent Fort
Slocum, New York. They were ac- the lives of the Civil War veterans show■■
busy arranging their companied to the afternoon train by Mr. ed a knowledge of America’s history as
jt,
*
bew
store, which they Charles P. Hazeltine, secretary of the well as a vital intimacy with its present
iiii
fur business.
Waldo County Exemption Board.
national affairs. No Memorial Day ora^_
tor of recent years ever had the opporPOLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.
tunity to speaa as Mr. Hawthorne did in
the presence of the fast depleting ranks
!o the
of the boys who wore the blue, with their
of Waldo
sons and grandsons engaged that very
a
for
County hour in defending what they had inknown, candidate for the Republican nomination
-becoming primary election. I was led to seek this office largely herited from the Civil War. The proy ,,
‘'''
highway question and a realization of its vast and growing im- gram closed with America.
cople of the county and State. By legislation within the past ten
btsi
The parade was one of the longest and
missioners have been shorn of a large part of their authority over included several of the most attractive
Nhv..
1,1 'heir
counties.
This is wrong and should be corrected. There
PHi‘■'"'ardians of road interests in the several counties of the State than features ever seen on a like occasion. It
r1
hi!
'tu!y
elected
hive
by the people for that purpose. In an experience of was under the direction of Capt. Orrin J.
•■airman of the Selectmen I have found an ever increasing demand Dickey and B. H. Mudgett, mounted and
Pmbing as , ,, *’ neatly increased town expenses on that account and a steadily assisted in the line-up by C. B. Holmes,
hat is the present situation on the road question. Aside from
P* trunk
and Wilson Ellis. City
*' in the general interest of the State should be
completed, we I. T. Dinsmore
f v|,.n
v«iy improving certain sectionsof road. Without blaming any- Marshal M. R. Knowlton with several
r"1" »„rii
character that a considerable annual outlay uniformed police preceded the Belfast
P^aintti,a,11 llf such superficial
l
".ecessary to keep them in tolerable condition. The heavy cost Band under the direction of E. S. Pitcher.
r„H„.
Un leads to
I™* ii,at
of
other roads which are certainly important
neglect
remand
on them to get to market.
As a member of They were very generous with their na*
he*iBiatu“n
dfPe.”d
introduced bills to amend the bridge act of 1914, increasing tional airs all along the route.
PJ|v 1 m
l1
state to 50 per cent of the cost of construction and reducing
The Belfast Company of the Third
ESl"' J,l> aid >y t°wn
and county to 40 per cent and 10 per cent, respectively,
Bamako
r.Ji
Maine Infantry, N. G., under the direcwith
towns the acceptance of the provisions of the patrol law.
l*°«<tv,j, ated ."nal
stron8ly favor a law allowing towns at their option to use tion of Lieuts. A. M. Lothrop and R. L
C, a fte mad a "h
'n,ali but ,"lrP®tro*
money. >n addition to their own highway money, to em- Hammons, made a very fine appearance,
Ki :i'w
e "
‘ent crew with suitable motive power either horse or tractor.
", be
eavjng the thought thatithey, too, might
oyed anywhere in town where needed for the working season
l,r five
in„, m
soon be called to service.
o*18 each
a marked imIn
would
to
see
this
I
year.
way
expect
jr,
b.'^oieni
|
and market roads, not ip the distant future, but within the !
Everyone admired the 34 Boy Scouts
I an"'af the t,r",ry
who, uniformed, marched like little solrooks. June 4
1EDWJN C. HOLBROOK
diers under the command of Capt. Ken■

1

Voters

I

1

^1t!*ener,t“>n'

County:

1

Colcord, assisted by Hillard Buzzell.
They were frequently applauded.

neth

Allen
A. R.

Fire Girls under the direction of their
leader, Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, who
marched with them. They carried by
its corners a beautiful flag, and were

greeted with the smiles and cheers of all.
The uniformed delegations of the Tarrantine Tribe of Red Men and of the
degree staff of the Knights of Pythias
It was also the
made a good appearance.
first time the Daughters of Pocahontas
had ever appeared in full dress and they

favorably commented on as their
buckboard passed in the rear. Dignity
was given to the line in the presence of
Mayor C. W. Wescott with all but two
of the City Government and about 55
members of the Board of trade headed by
were

was

a

Too much praise can not be accorded
the enterprise of the local Red Cross for
their attractive feature and for the genuine delight their assistance gave the
Veterans. While two decorated autos
carried the officers of the Chapter departments, 59 members of the surgical
dressings class, daintily gowned in white
and wearing their red cross veils, marched
under the direction of Mrs. A. M. Lothrop, assisted by three monitors, Mrs. C.
W. Wescott, Mrs. F. R.

Poor and Miss

Lena A. Sanborn, Mrs. Wescott and Mrs.
Poor carrying the banners.
A delegation of about 160 school chil-

dren, members of the Junior Red Cross,
marched under .the lead of Misses Grace
A. Lord and Maude E. Mathews, and to
the music of a snare drum beat by Eugene,
the eight years old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Hammons, dressed in a minaThe Peirce
ture soldier suit with cap.
school, recently organized for Junior Red
Cross work, proudly displayed their banner.
To all who love children it was a
pretty feature.
Then came a large number of automobiles with Thomas H. Marshall Post, Circle, Emma White Barker Tent, D. ofV.,
and A. E. Clark Camp’s Auxiliary, followed by citizens.
At Grove Cemetery the regular services of the Post were held under the direction of Commander Gannon, with selections by the Band. It was the largest
crowd ever seen in the cemetery on Memorial Day.
The number of newly made
G. A. R. graves, increasing yearly, bring
The thought of Amerimany mourners.
can boys’
graves in France, who have
given their young lives for our country,
added unusual solemnity to the scene.
Here the line re-formed and returned to
their hall to disband.
The day was entirely free from games
and athletic sports.
REV. W. T. HAWTHORNE

RESIGNS.

PERSONAL.

_

From drives on wide fronts the German offensive in France has deteriorated
into isolated attacks along the areas between Soissons and Chateau Thierry and
eastward on the Marne in the general direction of Rheims. Although in these
attacks the enemy still is using large effectives and great number of guns, he is
being held almost everywhere from
further progress and on various sectors
is compelled to assume the defensive
against vicious blows delivered by the
American, French and British troops.
The Americans on the sectors-where they
are alone or brigaded with Allied troops
everywhere are fighting with a spirit of
abandon that places them rightly in the
category of veterans.
There is still only moderate activity on
the line held by the British in Flanders
and Picardy where patrol activities and
On the Amiens
bombarding continue.
front the Germans are heavily bombarding British positions.
The German losses grow more serious
daily, but the Germans still are numerically superior on the whole front and
may be able to embark on a new offensive in some other sector, perhaps that
The
between Montdidier and Noyon.
French command, it is stated, therefore,
is wisely biding its time before putting
forth all the efforts of the French armies.
German U-boats are on the Atlantic
coast. The Navy Department at Washington June 4th reported the loss of the
schooners Jacob M. Haskell, Isabel B.
Wiley, Hattie Dunn, Edward H. Cole,
Edna, and the tanker Herbert L. Pratt.
Yesterday’s Associated Press reported
the loss of the steamship Carolina of the
Porto Rico and New York line. Three
hundred passengers and crew were picked up in open boats by the schooner Etta
B. Douglas.
Seven of the crew were
landed by a coast guard lifeboat. The
Columbus of the Savannah line reached
Vineyard Haven safely. It is reported
that there are five in the U-boat fleet,
that they intend to stay until August
and that they are strewing mines along
the coast. The report that a submarine
was captured has not been confirmed.
New York is preparing for an air raid.
The Boston boats made their regular
trips Wednesday with good passenger
lists. An attack on a.Frencb tanker off
Maryland was prevented by a U. S. des-

members, thus leaving Capt. Fred A.
Seward with fewer in line.
One of the most charming features of
the parade was a delegation of Camp

Vice Pres. Herbert T. Field. It
splendid showing of men of affairs.

_FOUR

LATE WAR NtWS.

i

While there were 30 of the A. E. Clark
were
Camp, S. of V., in the line, they
scattered on special duty. One of their

s

:
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Trinity Reformed church will hold

Mrs. Harriet P. Adams of Cambridge,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
B. Eaton.
Rev. William Vaughan returned Wednesday night from a few days’ visit in

Portland.
Miss Blanche Jennys is spending a few
weeks with friends in Madison and New

Portland.
Frank P. Wilson, Esq., of New York,
arrived recently to visit his mother, Mrs
J. F. Wilson.
Mrs. Emma H. Thompson of Bangor
has been the guest of Belfast relatives
the past week.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert E. Luce of Rockland have been recent guests of Mrs.
Tileston Wadlin.
Mrs. Carrie H. Littlefield of Eastport
arrived last Saturday for an extended
visit with relatives.
Miss Cassie Cushman of Montville is
spending the week with Sheriff and Mrs.
Frank A. Cushman.
Mrs. E. W. Jones of Bangor
guest of her sister, Mrs. M. S.
'the first of the week.

I

Service will be held in the Congregational church on Sunday morning at 10.45
when the minister will preach to the
graduating class of the High school.

Special music will be rendered by our
chorus choir. Everyone is welcome at
this service. Church school will be held
Minister’s telephone, 143-4.
at noon.

Northport ave., telephone 212-3.
church extends
those without

a

cordial

This

welcome

to

a church home to worship
The sittings are free both

Miss Sabra B. Dyer is clerking in the
Carle dry good store for the sumpier seaMrs. B. F. Wells and Mrs. Essie P.
Carle left Saturday on a business visit in
Boston.

Stanley W. Chamberlain of Providence,
I., was in Belfast the past week visiting relatives.
R.

Mrs. George M. Gray of Augusta has
been the guest several days of Mrs. Jennie M. Mudgett.
Miss Elizabeth Doak has returned from
visit with her aunt, Mrs. Frank O. Haskell of Rockland.
a

Mr. and Mrs. Hal R. Eaton of Bangor
guests over Memorial Day of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Clay.

were

Mrs. A. B. Mead of Brookline, Mass.,
arrived recently for an extended visit
with Belfast relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Stevens and little
left Monday for short visits in Boston and Marlboro, Mass.
son

Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman and two
children, Richard and Janet, have returned from

a

visit in Hartland.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe have returned from Brewer, where they were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Savage.
Earl L. Chamberlain is in East Water-

the

town, Mass., where he is employed in the
Jellison, Hood Rubber Company’s factory.
was

Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce, Mrs. Fred RackAlexander of Portland liff and Miss Emily Rackliff left Monday
spent Memorial Day in Belfast, the guest for Dexter to attend the Universalist
of Mrs. J. W. Ferguson.
convention.
Mrs. Addie C. Welch left Thursday
Ralph L. Cooper has returned from
for Seal Harbor, where she will be em- Boston, where he bought a large auto
summer.
the
ployed during
truck to use in his lumber, fuel and hay
Miss Marjorie Shaw of Lynn, Mass., trucking, etc.
arrived recently to visit her parents, Mr.
Miss Maude E. Barker returned Saturand Mrs. Walter C. Shaw.
day from Portland, where she has been
the guest of Mrs. Frank J. Rigby at the
Mrs. Alice I. Thombs returned home
Somerset Hotel.
Monday from extended visits at South
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman
Bend, Indiana, and in Portland.
and children, with their guest, Mrs. A. S.
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Stevens of MarlMaddocks of South Berwick, are spendboro, Mass., arrived recently to visit
a few days at Swan Lake.
their son, Herbert H. Stevens and family. ing
Mrs. Abbie Crosby has returned to AlMrs. Ethel Jackson Swift and little
bion from an extended visit with Mrs.
of
Mr.
of
guests
Gardiner,are
son Hartley
Sarah D. Durgin and Mr. Charles H.
and Mrs. C. B. Eaton and other relatives.
Crosby. Mrs. Nellie Crosby Knowlton
Allen S. Neal of Waldo left last Satur- and daughter Marian of Camden were
day for Camp Lee, Virginia, having en- their guests last Sunday.
listed in the U. S. service as a veterinary.
Mrs. Arthur C. Bahrt and little daughMrs. O. A. Wade left Monday to join ter Nellie Frances arrived Tuesday from
On
her
Conn.
her husband at Hartford,
Miami, Fla., where they spent the winMr. Bahrt accompanied them to
return she will visit relatives in New ter.
New York and went to Philadelphia,
London.
where he will be employed during the
Rev. and Mrs. Harry H. Upton returned
summer.
Wednesday to Northeast Harbor from a
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie, sons David F. and
visit with Mrs. Upton’s mother, Mrs. J.
Thomas D., and little daughter Margaret
O. Hayes.
arrived here Friday night from BrookRev. and Mrs. J. Wilbor Richardson
N. Y., to spend the summer with her
lyn,
from
Greenwich,
will arrive home today
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas D. Barr.
parents,
of
have
been
guests
Conn., where they
Mr. Hoxie will join them for his annual
Jones.
Fred
Mrs.
vacation.
Mrs.

Church with preaching by the pastor,

First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor
Richardson, minister; residence No. 1

in

Miss Carrie Perrine has returned from
New York, where she spent the winter.

Rev. Arthur E. Wilson.

■

was

Fred A. and Earl L. Curtis have returned from a business trip to Boston.

son.

ser-

The regular services will be held next
Sunday at the First Parish (Unitarian)

Miss Louise Hazeitine left recently for
short visit in Boston.

John Cuzner of Boston arrived Tuesday
to visit his brother, Albert L. Cuzner.

CHURCHES.

vices next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., followed
by Sunday school.

PERSONAL.

Ivory Estes of Whitman, Mass.,
Belfast last week on business.

troyer.

THE

CENTS

j

L.

W.

Corporal Perley J. Haines is spending a
week’s furlough at his home in this city,
He is now stationed in Camp Spartanberg, South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Lord have disposed of their household goods and will

make their home in Boston where Mr.
Lord has employment.

Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins of
this city, who spent the winter at their
home in Daytona, Fla., were passengers
on the City of Columbus of the Savannah
line at first reported among the craft
destroyed by the German submarine raid.
An associated press despatch of June 4th

from Vineyard Haven, Mass., reported
the Columbus safe at that port.
morning and evening. Sunday morning
Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne will return
Mrs. Mary S. Whitney has returned
preaching services at 10.45, with ser- today, Thursday, from Bangor, where he
At 12 o’clock I went to attend the commencement of the from Boston, where she visited her son
Presbyterian Church of Newark, N. J., mon by the pastor.
school.
Roy W. who is first class machinist in
and will move his family there the latter the Bible school meets in the vestry. Bangor Theological
Her youngest
the submarine service.
returned
ThursCarleton
Mrs. Amos F.
June 1st for his
part of this month and take up his new Visitors welcome. Young people’s meetson, Irving S., reported
visit
with
the
weeks
few
a
Mr. ing at 6.30; evening preaching service at day from
duties the first Sunday in July.
studies as gunner’s mate and a diving
of her daughter, Mrs. H. Donald
course in the submarine school at New
Hawthorne and family have made many 7.30. This, Thursday, night at 7:30 in family of Westville, Conn.
Mansur
London, Conn. Her third son, employed
friends in Belfast who sincerely regret the vestry the weekly prayer service.
enlisted in the Army
Mrs. Madeline Neal MacDonald of Bel- in Auburn, recently
to
their departure, but congratulate them on The public cordially invited.
who is visiting her mother, Mrs. and was given a two days’ furlough
grade,
their bright prospects of having a home
of Waldo, called on Bel- visit Belfast before reporting in Boston
The People’s Methodist church, Rev. Walter I. Neal
Thursday.
in a city that has gained 60,000 in popufast friends last Thursday.
Charles W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage,
lation the past year. The Sunday school
Mrs. William Hall and little sons RobMrs. Howard L. Whitten received a
No. 7 Court street. Telephone, 213-11.
ert and Philip of Waterville were guests telegram Wednesday at!)a. m., announchas a membership of 500 and the church
“Where
a.
10.45
of
Mrs.
Hall’s
week
m.,
Sunday, preaching,
several days the past
ing that her sister, Miss Charlotte PerIt has ;
a large number of young people.
kins of Melrose, Mass., one of the pasJesus Placed Emphasis in Religion.” mother, Mrs. Lena H. Frost.
a
lady assistant pastor. Their regular
on the steamer Carolina of the
Sunday evening, j
Sunday school, 12.
Robert C. Ward has returned from Ban- sengers
New York and Porto Rico line sunk by
pastor is in the service and if he returns
his
he
accompanied
brother,
i
where
Preliminary war-talk, g0r,
preaching, 7.30.
the German submarine, was safe at AtMr. Hawthorne will remain as a co-pasI
E. Ward, who had a leg amputated
Miss Perkins had been
(5 minutes) “The Submarine in Peace j0h’n Eastern Maine General Hospital.
lantic City, N. J.
Mr. Hawthorne several months ago
the
tor.
at
in Porto Rico for some time where she
and War.”
Sermon, “No More Sea.” j
enlisted as a chaplain in the service, but
|
Ralph Emery of Kalamazoo, Mich., ar- had been employed as a teacher. She
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening,
will now take the place of one in service.
Tuesday fora few days on business. has frequently visited her sister and is
Junior j rived
vs. Criticism.”
“Sympathy
Mrs. Whitten was
7.30,
He is at the Windsor Hotel. They "will well known here.
Following is Mr. Hawthorne’s letter of
Guild meets at the parsonage on Friday I not open their Church street home this called to her mother, who is prostrated
resignation.
by the first news.
from 3.30 to 5 p. m. People’s church ex- summer.
June 2nd, 1918.
tends a welcome to all to come and worA large number of Belfast people went
Miss Zadie B. Carter, who is improving
To the Members and Adherents of the First
Good fellowship. after a serious illness at Kingston on the to Camden Friday evening to attend the
ship. Good singing.
N. Y., writes Belfast relatives Opera Martha, given by Maine High
Congregational Church, Belfast, Me.
The church of the home atmosphere; Hudson,
j that she will not be able th come home school talent and returned enthusiastic
Greeting:—
where you are always welcome again and
over its remarkable success and earnest
this summer.
It has been my privilege for two years
Strangers in town always especin their commendation of the work of E.
again.
Brown
have
F.
Edmund
of
the
the
to minister to you
message
Mr. and Mrs.
S. Pitcher, teacher of music in the 8. H.
welcome.
to
Boston
ially
a
endeavored
to
have
from
trip
of
God.
I
pleasure
Kingdom
returned
who directed also the chorus of 300
S.,
made
They
Mountains.
as
a
of
our
that
White
part
the
message
and
preach
voices and an orchestra of 40 instruments
everyday life. The opportunity now pre- WALDO COUNTY CONSUMER’S
their headquarters at the Randolph House
from the High schools of Rockland, Belsents itself to me to carry on this message
in Hanover, N. H.
SUGAR CARD.
Thomfast, Camden, Islesboro, Rockport,
to a larger field. The invitation has come
The principals
who spent the aston and Vinalhaven.
Gammans,
Maud
Miss
from a large city church for me to take
New Yors, arrived., home were Raoul Dufail of Lewiston, Raymond
This card is issued to prevent hoarding winter in
up the oversight of their work for a time,
week and is the guest of Mrs. O. Brinkman of Watcrville, Miss Amy
and thus extend the sphere of my influ- and protect all consumers of sugar in this
WoodWilliam B. Swan until she opens her Morgridge of Dexter, Miss Ethel
ence over a wider and larger circle than this county through a more even distribuof Banman of Brewer, James Mitchell
residence on Church street.
is here presented to me.
if
BellasL
tion, enabling every family to procure
gor and Kenneth Merriam of
Under these circumstances it seems to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Ford will ar- The entire
its proportionate part in accordopera was given.
be God’s will that I should embrace this possible
rive soon to spend a few weeks with relaopportunity to be used in the service of ance with the food law regulations which tives in Liberty and Belfast. Mr. Ford
EAST BELFAST.
the Kingdom to my utmost capacity. I reads “not more than three pounds to was married in Auburn last December to !
of
Eastman
am asking you therefore to release me
Liberty.
each person in the family in one month.” Miss Wilhelmina
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Larrabee went to
from this present pastoral relation at the
Only one card will be issued to each
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Getchell of
end of this month, June, as I plan to take
three
months.
pamariscotta with a motoring pan > Sunfor a period of every
family
at
their
Memorial
cotDay
spent
where they called on friends.
up my new duties on the first Sunday in “It is understood and agreed that if any Augusta
Mr. Getchell
tage on Condon shore.
July.
or fraudulent methods
misrepresentation
Mts.
his
The
Ethel Harris of Pejepscot and her
garden.
family
to
came
plant
I extend to you my heartfelt thanks for are used in
procuring this card or if the will come in a few weeks for the summer.' brother, Ralph Bowen, were guests Methat
the many and numerous kindnesses
card is in any way used by me or any
morial Day of Mrs. S. A. Flanders.
have been so fully and freely given to me member of
my family in attempting to
Mrs. George A. Leavitt has returned
a
and mine. My earnest prayer is that obtain
Lloyd Brown came last Thursday for
sugar not in accordance with this from Bath where she spent two weeks
Mr and
God will bless you and lead you still in
agreement, I forfeit the said card to the with her daughter, Mrs. Perley D. Stan- few day's.’ visit with his parents, to Ins
returning
the service of Jesu3 Christ and His KingShe reports Mrs. Stanley gradually Mrs. Richard Brown,
proper officers of the Waldo County ley.
dom on earth..
Grocers’ Association and my name is to improving from a long and severe illness. work in Auburn Monday.
Fraternally yours,
be reported to its members.” This card
George Lincoln Ford, son of Mrs.
Walteb T. Hawthorne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Heal have been
is being issued under the direction of L.
Ford and Miss Viola Dean,
Chalmers
while
in
week
the
Belfast,
past
S. Merrill, the Food Administrator, to spending
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Mr.
where
SALUTE THE FLAG.
au
Haut
to
Isle
their
on
way
avoid the boarding of sugar which some
were united in
have been Dean of Belmont avenue,
few people have been doing throughout Heal has employment. They
ft p. m.,
the marriage, Saturday, June 1st, at
York
in
New
and
in
Mass.,
Palmer,
an
not
equal
giving
We have been furnished the following the county, thereby
Rev. C. H. Martin of the Methodist
winter.
past
we
Now
of
distribution
and
a
sugar.
from Sergeant Walter J. Clifford in rejust
church ofliciating.
gard to proper salute of the flag from hope to have the full co-bperation of all
Mrs. Carrie C. Pendleton arrived FriLieut. Herbert Snow arrived Sun lay
War Department Regulations: When the the dealers in Waldo county in using this
day from New York, where she spent
recently
flag is carried in parade by a body of card system. One week’s notice is here- several weeks en route from Florida. from New York having very He was
“over there.”
troops, or a civic body, everyone should by given in both papers that on and after Her Bister, Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden, is returned from
in Portland by his wife, who has
uncover, holding the hat opposite the left June 13th, this card will be issued from visiting in Stamford and expects to reach joined
resigned her school in Jonesport for the
shoulder with the right hand. If un- the Public Safety Rooms, 11 High street, Belfast about the first of July.
remainder of the term. They were met
covered they should salute with the right by Mrs. Florence Keene, applications
A. N. Snow who
hand. The salute should commence when made in person, that is residents of BelMr. and Mrs. Charles M. Craig will at Burnham by Capt.
Their stay here is
the flag arrives within Bix paces, and fast are to call at the office. The local leave today, Thursday, to attend the motored up for there.
orshould be ended when the flag has passed dealers in each town in the county will commencement of Mt. Holyoke College indefinite as Lieut. Snow is awaiting
at any time.
six paces beyond the person saluting. It be furnished with these cards, and they at South Hadley, Mass. Their daughter, ders and may be called away
is proper for a lady to hold the right band will be given to the people calling for Miss Margaret M. Craig, is in the graduCITY POINT. Frank L. Gardner of AuSigned, M. R. KNOWLTON,
over the heart when the flag passes in them.
ating class. Mr. Craig will remain about
with his sister, Miss
County Food Administrator.
a week, but Mrs. Craig will visit her burn spent Sunday
parade. When the National Anthem (The
Star Spangled Banner, which is recogbrother, Frank J. Starrett of Springfield Ella Gardner.Mrs. S. S. Woods of
Aurora Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold before returning home.
nized by the War Department, as the
Miss Craig will
visited her sister, Mrs. G. L
National Anthem to the exclusion of all their regular meeting Tuesday evening, be a member of the Senior house party Prospect
week.Ralph Bailey who
other National Airs) is played all should
on the Connecticut river Havener, last
few
for
a
days
June 11th, when the degree will be conleft here recently to join the Navy at
rise and face toward the music. Civila few miles from the college grounds.
ians should uncover and place the hat op- ferred on several candidates. Refresh- She is also one of the volunteers to give Pelham Bay, N. Y., has been ordered to
posite the left shoulder and so remain ments will be served by the committee the last two weeks in June to work on
Fla.A great improvement
until the last note of the anthem. Don’t consisting of Miss Edith M. Southworth, the college vegetable gardens, which Key West,
in the place by the new
made
is
being
he backward about saluting the flag, think Mrs. Rena C.
financial
success.
Miss
a
proved
is replacing the
Dobson, Mias Mildred have
of the blood it has cost to place that flag
Mabel A. Craig, ML Holyoke ’17, now of gravel sidewalk which
Geo. Mayhew is in
where it stands today, the suffering^the Dodge, Mrs. Bertha H. Gray, Mrs. Leila Hartford, Conn., will also attend tthe old plank walk.
charge of the work..
H. Sherman, Mrs. Gertrude R. Stevens. commencemenL
heartaches.
with them.

Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne has been
engaged as pastor of the High Street

.;■
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The

Federal Farm

LET US BB SENSIBLE.

Specialist for Mama Urges Residents

have been
bombarding Paris are located some 70
miles from that city. Doubtless the cost
The German guns which
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Republican Journal Pub.

Co.

amount to thousands.

bility that all this

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

There is

expense

no

planting, cultivation, and harvesting of
their crops, is one of great importance. It
should receive the serious consideration
of everyone. Many ways have been proposed for solving the farm labor problem
but the only feasible solution of the whole
matter will be some sort of voluntary readjustment, if Maine does her share towards producing the crops which the
nation needs for the winning of the war.
If we can produce food enough within the
State to feed ourselves, we will have

possi-

and human

aid, in the slightest degree,
the military efforts of the Germans. A
few old men, and helpless women and
children have been killed or maimed,
Germany has once more exemplified her

months,
“The worst kind of bad luck is
good luck you just missed.”

imbred barbarity, and the civilized world
has been unmistakably shown the German menace to its future freedom and

the

Assist the Fenners

the farmers of Maine this year, in order
that they may not be handicapped in the

effort will

For one square, one
ADVERUSING Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
In advance. $2.00 a
SuBSCRiprnN Terms
60 cents for three
year; $1.00 frr six months;

to

of

The task of supplying ample labor to

of these guns amounted to millions of
dollars, the daily cost of manning these
guns and of the ammunition used must

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Cities and Towns

work on the farms in his community as
be may be needed, and the willingness o
of aucji
every farmer to make the most
help. Farmers prefer to have permanent,
this is
well-trained help, but at present
impossible. Farm labor needs must be
or
supplied locally by town volunteers
cohigh school boys. There must be

Help

Take Care of Your Tires
America’s greatest need is for

Every available vessel is being utilized in government service.

Sumatra and Brazil have been taken for active trans-

port duty.
This will necessarily force
of tire production.

So, make the

made to enlist every boy of physical fit-The students of the four Maine
colleges are being interviewed that they

Both branches of the order state

to disrupt existing
conditions and to wage a uestructive warfare against capital, and opens a way for
is

purpose

common

fighters, but at the
is
two braggarts. Brag

not

claims to have blended socialism, anarchy
and syndicalism into its creed. The origi-

of the erstwhile socialists that the

trade unions should strike, not for
purpose of so

higher wages hut for the

mat

11

wuuiu

uc

1

and supply coal and so on
down the long list of trade unions, each
mine

union being an independent syndicate.
Each would regulate supply and have a
law making and a price fixing power.
The 1. W W. does not believe in syndicalism, because there is a possibility that

everybody would have to work in order
to get food. The man power of the I. W.
W. does not believe in work, but its leaders ignore that and are seeking for and

claiming fellowship with

every

organiza-

tion which has aims in any way similar
to their own. The I. W. W. is the Bolsheviki

of

plunge

United

the

States

institutions and

our

and would
our

govern-

ment, if it could, into an abyss as deep
in which Russia now finds heras that
self.

About four months ago 113 leaders
W. were arrested.
About

of the I. W.

six weeks thereafter they were indicted
and their trial has been droning along for
“Watchful waiting”
about two months.
“Work or fight” is the
has had its day.

slogan

All the able bodied plotters

now.

their dupes of every age who are
idle, should be sent to France, and there,
about half way between the front lines
and

and the reserves they should be made useful. After the war is over they should
be deported to the country of their na-

livity. This country, big as it is, has
not room enough for the undercrust of
Europe and

our own

Only in that

against Ger-

This will not do very much to
bring victory to the Allies because Costa
Rica has only about half the population

many.

and three-fifths the area of the State of
Maine. It has no army worth mentioning, as a war factor, no fleet and raises
few if any war productions for exportation. Its banks and large business enterprises are controlled by Germans and
as far as we can surmise the only reason
the people had for declaring war was the
knowledge they had, at first hand, obtained about Germans.
them

more

or

have found

less intrenched in almost

the Western Continent,
and the alien Germans are Huns in busievery

nation

We

on

wherever we find them. There are
few of our own citizens in Costa Rica>

ness

Its people

are

not what is called

a

mixed

About 80 percent of the inhabitants are pure Spanish stock and

population.

there

about 17,000 Indians, two-thirds
of whom are savages.
The people are incliVied to be friendly to the Allies but
many

are

of the grandees

favor Germany.

The Costa Ricansare not noted for watchful waiting. If they have a president
whom they do not like they get rid of him
without delay.
About two years ago
they had a president who was not satis-

are

for the bloodless

ended

his

career

in due time the voters at

as

a general elecconfirmed. the appointment. The
Tinoco government has not been officially
recognized by the United States although
recognition has been made by 20 other
nations. Costa Rica is a republic. She
is on our side Against Germany. It would
at least be neighborly for Uncle Sam to
raise his hat and say: “President Tinoco
1 greet thee.”

tion

|

Good Tires

can’t win the war! It will not
be as hard as going over the top or holding a line of trenches in an inferno of

out it

we

Maine boys are doing that,
not because it is easy, not because they
get thirty dollars a month, but just be-

cause they are Americans!
They should be willing to go to
City and village people of Maine are
near-by farms for a few days at a time as asked to work on farms when needed, not
needed. Their livelihood is dependent because it is easy, not because of the
him money wages,
but because they are
We cannot believe that our ordnance de- upon the farmer.' Why not help
Remem- Americans and their country sends this
partment is wasting labor, material and during this great emergency?
Jiis existence and prosper- call.
money in making a gun which will throw ber that upon
a shell ill! miles or even a distance of 20
ity there is much depending.
DID HE REMEMBER ?
In some States many of the large busimiles. Such a procedure would be foolish because we have no use for such.a ness houses and stores have agreed to
is dark and chill; our fire burns
gun, and we have an immediate and close a day each week during the culti- The night
brightly;
pressing need of ordnance which will vation and harvest season. There are We two alone! And ail thfngs that delight1
kill Germans at a closer range.
quite a number of business places in
me
Maine whose employees take a Saturday Are gathered ’round me, close and warm
and certain;
T. Herbert White, sheriff of Penobscot half holiday. This releases a large numThe green vines fling across the crimson
county, has been summoned before the ! ber of men, who can be utilized on the
curtain
Governor and Council to show why he farms. Would it not be more patriotic Their tender arms; at June’s remembered
should not be removed from office. The ; at this time to place your services at the
graces
in each other’s
-hearing commenced today, June 6, and it j disposal of the farmers in your commun- Fair flowers stand smiling
faces;
will doubtless be spirited and entertaining. ity than to take pleasure trips? It will
Inside the pane, lo, summer laughs and
It is alleged that Sheriff White has failed ; not be fun to go to work on farms, enlingers,
1
to enforce the prohibitory liquor law and during the hot sun and the many back- Outside the snow beats with its chilly
fingers.
No part of this war is a picnic.
it is further alleged that January 13, 1918, aches.
Next year at this same hearth, the lire
he failed to serve papers from the supreme ; It is no fun to live in a muddy hole in the
shall warm thee,
court. We are informed that whisky ground, neither is it a pleasure to stop a The blossom and the vine be left to charm
cannot be obtained in Bangor for less shell fragment or to charge a machine
thee,
And I shall be—outside—wilt thou rethan $16 a gallon. We do not know gun. Maine boys are today doing these
member
whether this high price is due to an in- things in France and you are only asked And shudder when the storm beats, next
sufficient supply, an increased demand or to work on farms in your county for a
December?
to the hazards of sale which Sheriff White few days when needed, to help win the Nay, start not thus, nor in thine arms
enfold me.
has imposed upon the dealers. Perhaps war and feed \ourselves.
1
If love were strong as death thou shouldst
in
this hearing will throw some light upon
and
counties
communities
Many
withhold me.
this subject.
other States are requiring the loafer and If, from my narrow cell, mV ghost can
wander,
If men are loafing
idler to go to work.
And if I find thee dear, by death made
AMERICA’S SOLDIERS.
in Maine, pressure should be brought to
fonder,
bear to compel them to work.
Or, held within my prison, if above me
English observers viewing the American
You have sent your sons, contributed I hear the whisper daily “Still I love
troops on parade in London with critical
thee,”
eyes describe them variously as “solemn your money; you are proud of your pathat were well; the terrors that belooking blokies,” “an infernally adequate triotism. Now, Mr. Town and City Man, Why, set me
lot of fighters,” “in physique and morale
the farmers in your community need help, I can endure, if thou wilt not forget me.
equal to the finest troops of any country”
—Charlotte Louise Smith.
and a “fine lot of huskies.” We do not particularly a little later, when cultivatneed this comment to know the sort of ing and harvest seasons arrive. What
men we are are sending over.
WHEAT CROP IN KANSAS.
Amejican 1 can you do to help? This kind of work
soldiers are not supermen, but given the i
will not be so attractive for you as the
A yield of 98,411,822 bushels is the estinecessary training they make as good
soldiers as any in the world, and our men selling of Liberty Bonds or canvassing mate on the Kansas wheat crop to be
are not being sent into battle in Europe for the Red Cross, but it is even more harvested next month, according to a rewithout being well trained,
They go essential and patriotic. Town people all port issued by the State Board of Agriwillingly, they know what they are light- over the United States must do it. No culture. This estimate is two and a half
million bushels greater than that forecast
ing for, and they know' what they are
fighting against.—Syracuse Post-Stand- matter how much money we raise, we by the Federal Department of Agriculard.
must not fail to raise food. Soldiers ture, and is an increase of 137 per cent
of 41,000,000 bushcan’t eat money, and money can’t buy over last year’s yield
els. According to the report the average
Children
is
food
unless
produced.
food,
production per acre is 15.6 bushels. The
FOR FLETCHER'S
It is merely a question of the willing- condition of spring wheat is given at 90
ence.

a

—

j

1

CRUISER VINDICTIVE, NOW BLOCKING THE OSTEND CHANNEL

'I

tm

ness

of every town person who is able ot

per cent.

chaum
This is tlie old British cruiser Vindictive which, filled with concrete, has been sunk in the
was taken after she had been battered ii
partly bottling up that German U-Boat base. The photograph
Lett to right: Surgeon Bayne, Surgent
raid on Zeebrugge and Ostend. Above are her gallant officers.
mander Osborne, Captain Carpenter, Staff Surgeon McCutcheon and Senior Gunner < obby.

Makes Every Drop
of Kerosene Count
The long blue chimney of the New Perfection Oil
Cook Stove turns every drop of kerosene into clean,
intense heat. That is why the New Perfection is
the one oil stove that gives gas stove comfort with
kerosene oil.
Always ready. Does not overheat the kitchen. No
waste—instantly regulated. Cooks fast or slow,
without watching—eliminates the drudgery of coal,
wood and ashes.
Already in 3,000,000 homes. In your home it will
let you give up the coal your country needs—and
gain a wonderful, economical all-round cook stove.
Made in 1, 2, 3 and 4-burner sizes, with or without
cabinet top. Also, 4-burner stove with heat-retaining
oven and cabinet complete.
Use SO-CO-NY Kerosene—every drop clean heat,—
inexpensive and economical.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COQ^x STOVE!

Notice of Foreclosure.

Nolice of Foreclosure.
of

in the
Maine, by his

Ask your dealer about the

I

j

New Perfection Kerosene
Water Heaters and the
regular New Perfection
ovens. None better.
t

State of
the twen-

of Waldo

mortgage deed
February, A. D. 1912, and reWaldo Registry of Deeds, Book
corded
296, Page 228, conveyed to me, the undersignof land, with the
ed/ a *certa n lot or parcel in
Northport, in
buildings thereon, situated
the County of Waldo and.State of Maine, beof
said
Phineas G.
farm
ing the homestead
Hurd, and the same conveyed to him by John
Hurd by his warranty deed dated January 31,
1882, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 200, Page 51, described in said deed ss
follows: Beginning at a stake and stones standing on the southerly side of the road leading
from Northport to Belmont, being Benjamin
Stevens’ southeast corner; thence south fortynine degrees west on said Stevens’ line one
hundred and ten rods to a stake and stones;
thence southeast on Ezra Pitcher’s lice one
hundred and sixteen rods to a stake and stones
at the toad leading from Lincolnville to Belfast; thence northeast on said road one hundred and ten rods to a stake and stones; thence
northwest on David Knowles’ line one hundred
and twenty-five rods to place of beginning,

ty-third day

of

in the

containing seventy-five acres, more or less.
Reserving town road leading from Northport

to Belmont; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
Dated this twenty-first day of May, A. D.
8w21
1918.
JOHN R. HURD.
d. A M.

ISTTatk
The following clubbing offers are only tor
to The Journal

paid

one

The Journal and Farm and Home,

year

$2.00

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

2.25

The Journal and Woman’s

2.35

Magazine,

The publications included In our

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

1

The first lot of land being situated on the
side of the Bangor roau, so-called,
in White's Corner, so-called, in said Winterport, and bounded on the north by said Bangor
road running from Mcnroe Village to Bangor;
on the east by land owned and occupied b>
Isaac Perkins; on the south by land occupied
by George Clark and Maurice Clark; and on the
west by land occupied by Frank Grant and
Raymond Clark; containing about twenty live
from -aid paracres, more or less; reeervii
cel a small parcel of land so... j.v Wellington
Chase to the town of Winterport, containing
abcut one-quarter of an acre.
The second parcel of land conveyed is situated on the ncrth side of said Bangor road in
said, White’s Corner, bounded on the east by the
road leading from said Bangor road to Arthur
Edmunds’ residence, and land owned and occupied by said Arthur Edmunds; on the north by
land owned and occupied by Arthur Edmunds
and land formerly owned by Solomon Chase;
on the west by land formerly belonging to
Solomon Chase and land owned and occupied
by Charles Libby, and on the eouth by said
Bangor road; containing about fifteen acres.
The third parcel ot land is bounded on the
east by the second lot of land above described
and land owned ai d occupied by Arthur Edmunds; on the north by land occupied by E.
N. Bartlett; on the west by land owned and
occupied by Walter Bickford, and on the south
by land owned and occupied by Charles Libby
and second lot above described; containing
about twenty-five acres.
And whereas the said Arthur W. Knight, by
his assignment dated the sixth day of September, 1917, and recorded in said registry, Book
297, Page 136, assigned said mortgage to the
undersigned, Nellie D. Bartlett, then Nellie D.
Baker; and whereat the condition of said mortgage has been broken, and remains broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of

le|
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etc. Antique furniture a e»«
have anything to sell droi im
you will receive a prompt call
WALTER K
Main.1':249-3
64

j
■

'-to.
Beif*

j

said

TRUCKING
1

am

prepared

to do

all kind-

Eurniture and piano moving a *P:C"
Have just added to mv eauipmen'*1
A' nie auto true kmade by the CadilUcern.
Leave orders at the static. cot*
Main
j ceive
|

and Cross streets, and they
prompt attention.

Telephone

|

connection.
w
12b

w

BtAZft

Waldo Avenue,

JOHNSOI
Attorney at Li
GEO. t.

BELFAST. MAINE

Practice in all
e

Courts.

Probate, P*1

specialty.

E. H.

BOYINGIO

Eye-Sight Special'’
OF

THE

,l

mortgage.

Bangor, Maine, May 16, 1918.

NELLIE D. BARTLETT
(formerly Nellie D. Baker).
By MAYO & SNARE,
3w21
her Attorneys.

44

BOY1NUTON OP I Ml
South Main Street. Winteroort.
11
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AM
^

~

DR. W. 0. LI!®

FOR RENT
now.

9

9

southerly

ferent addresses.

Belfast, Maine.

HAND GOODS of

SECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding.

lows:

clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

Send in your subscription

9

WANTED

Ellen M. Bartlett of {Winterin the County of Waldo and State
her
of Maine,
mortgage deed dated the
fourth day of October. 1913. and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds. Book 304,
Page 462. conveyed to Arthur W Knight three
certain lots or parcels of land situate in said
Winterport. and bounded and described as fol-

Phineas G. Hurd
Northport, WHEREAS.
port,
I WHEREAS,County
and
by
dated

in advance:

reason

|

With-

especially profitable, financially.

subscriptions

the

|

United States Tires

this was

president. The Costa Rican congress bestowed the office upon Senor Tinoco who
strongly favors the Allied cause. And

*

There are many
the busiest seasons.
business men and other people in the
towns who have had past farm experi-

time to make mammoth guns just
we can outdo the enemy at
It is

||"

continuous service.

factory. His name is Gonzales. He was
pro-German but it does not appear that
revolution which

•*

Sufficient labor cannot be

|

way can you be assured of your car’s

I

little republic which
republic in 1823. It
war

be done to handle

||

Get every mile your tires have in them.

be more than pleased to receive your apcation for farm service.
It will be hard work. It will not be
It will not be
romantic or adventurous.

j

virile people.

established as a
has recently 4eclared
was

can

|

|,
Ip

secured unless town and city people who
are qualified for such service volunteer
for farm work near their homes during flying steel.

are

a
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COSTA RICA.
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pro-
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Costa Rica is
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Increase their mileage by careful driving. Keep out
of car tracks and away from bumps. Don’t scrape
the curb or apply brakes too suddenly.

J

Then syndicates would govern and the railroad union
would run the railroads, the coal miners

powerless to sustain itself.

would

unless

J
perfect

<

break down all

forms of industry by a universal strike.
Syndicalists teach that every member of

paralyzing governmeni

won

of the tires you have.

_

into its creed because it is a close kinsits real aim.
man ro anarchy which is

our

What

the situation?

time to wage a practical warfare against the forces which
are facing our boys on the lighting line.

genuine believer in that faith is now
rather powerless and lonesome. The I.
W. W has not only abducted the greater
part of the socialists but is using its creed
as a disguise for its own revolutionary
It has. adopted syndicalism
purposes.

proposes to

a

long range.

W. W. has nt> sympathy and owing so
the world-wide conditions now prevailing, has been able to attach to itself to

Syndicalism

the farms.

to show that

nal and genuine type of socialism aimed
to secure reforms through legislative acWith this sort of socialism the I.
tion,

many

time they

cannot be

More food cannot be
produced unless the farmers secure sufficient labor? The laborers have gone from

German germ and
it must be admitted that it has found a
lodgment in the United States. This is

between these
of action
“schools of protest.” The real and dominant branch of these dangerous people

unity

same

war

duce more food.

be far better, however, to hurl shells and
shrapnel into the ranks of the Kaiser’s
forces in France. The Germans are good

This statement shows that their

class.”

The

Of course it would be pleasing to
our vanity to read that an American gun
was hurling shells into Berlin, but it will
tion.

temporary curtailment

Take good care of them. Keep them in
pair. See that they are properly inflated.

|

in the preamble to their respective constitutions that “the working class have
nothing in common with the employing

most

a

Use good tires.

ness.

may have the opportunity of offering
their services to the farmers during the
safety. This inane effort to take innovacation period.
cent life, to burn and destroy, has reactTHE I. W. W.
done our share. This of course refers
One thing is certain, Maine won't be
ed, because the only effect it has had on
can
be
raised
only to those foods which
able to get any help from outside of the
the war is a quickening of the determinathere
known
that
is
not
It
generally
within the State. The surplus from other
State this year. It is the duty of every
tion of the Allies to crush Prussianism.
|
are two distinct organizations of the I.W.
parts of the country will be needed to town and
to
make
are
we
where
trying
At
city man and boy to help.
Midvale,
[
W. Each has a central or headquarters
feed our soldiers and sailors, and the solGet in touch with the County AgriculI
some ordnance for our troops in France,
of
officers.
set
an
office and
independent
diers and sailors and noncombatant peotural agent.
There is one in each county.
it is reported that a big gun is being made
I
One of these associations seems to have
If ples of our associates.
Ask him if he knows any farmers who
a range of 110 miles.
have
will
which
been designed to enlist the support of the
The same conditions prevail in other need
help. The State Food Production
this report is true an investigation of the
mildly disaffected members of the body
States as in Maine relative to farm labor. ! Committee has a representative in every
man who ordered the gun
the
of
sanity
politic, and in effect is a sort of primary
Not only have men left the farm for milcounty and town in Maine. This organishould be made at once, and the labor and
grade whence its members may graduate
service but thousands have gone zation is conversant with the labor needs
itary
in its construction
material
employed
into the other more radical group of agiinto the industries.
in their respective communities and will
should be applied in some practical directators.

9

Many ships that have been carrying rubber from

operation.
The U. S. Boys' Working Reserve,
wtfich was known last season as the Junior Volunteers or^an*zat'on> con^emP*
lates the enrollment of 2000 boys for farm
service. A State-wide movement is being
(

ships—more ships.

£ Four connecting rooms, newly renovated,
to adults only. Apply at
27 PEARL STREET,
ltf

Near Congress Street.

I

DENTIST,
Masonic limple,

l>lt0*u
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Stomach Trouble
Mrs. Sophie Bauer, 521 First Ave.,
North, Faribault, Minnesota, writes:
"I cannot praise your wonderful
It has
medicine, Peruna, enough.
done much for me during the past
ten years and I keep it in the house
continually. I was in such a condition that I could eat nothing but
bread and milk, and even that was too
heavy for me at times. Now, I can
eat anything. I will recommend Peruna to all my friends.”
Those who object to liquid medioines<can procure Peruna Tablets.

A

big cow moose visited
cently and caused quite a
cinity of Pleasant street.

The animal
first seen by John Maloney and his
■on, William J. Maloney, who were in
the field planting corn. Later as she disappeared toward the Lisbon road, she was
seen by Martin Curran. So far as known,
this is the first time a moose has been
seen within the Auburn city limits.

I cannot
Praise
Your

The “Tented City”

Wonderful
Medicine \
Peruna Enough

|

You have often wished that you could remove
spots and stains front your wall paper. Perhaps the paper was almost new. In that case
the marks must remain an eye-sore, or you
must go to the expense of repapering

all such annoyances.
place of this unsanitary wall paper,
recommend that you use
can save

you

In
we

The Guaranteed

y-'v y—11

DLVUll

Velour Finish

It is an oil paint that gives to walls a beautiful, soft, water-color effect. If it becomes
soiled, wash it with soap and water.
Besides being a thoroughly sanitary finish
for your walls and ceilings, Devoe Velour
Finish also offers artistic possibilities that
cannot be obtained with wall paper.
Also,
it is more economical—lasts longer than
wall paper.

We guarantee every can of Devoe we sell.
Our customers tell us it gives them perfect
satisfaction and that it is very easy to apply.
Be

sure

us for the new booklet—
in the Home.”

to ask

“Harmony

HALL'ELLIS HARDWARE CO.
“Everything

in Hardware”

52 Main Street,

Ti 1. 55

Lewiston restir in the vi-

was

Can you wash
your walls ?

We

j

MAINE ITEmS.

Belfast, Maine.

on

North street,

GENERAL

LEONARD WOOD.

Leonard Wood stands for something ir
He risked his uniform to
up and down the
| nreach -preparedness
land at a time, heaven knows, when we
! needed to be preached to on that subject
j_at a time when the Democratic party
The
j was proud of our unpreparedness.
invaluable Plattsburg idea was the pro! duct of his intense enthusiasm. When
he became too embarrassing he was reprimanded. When it could no longer be
denied that he had been right all the
time, the War Department’s recognition
:

this country.

Bath, says the Times, looks like a little of the fact was to transfer him to innotown by itself. The camps are occupied cuous service in the south.
Thank God he is!
He is indiscreet.
mainly by young people, who have come
to work in the
shipyards, and every spare The truth will not stay in him. It bubminute is devoted to improving the looks bles forth and hurts like shrapnel. He
of their little homes.
Most of the houses attacks ineflicieney and delay with a
have been painted, and some have been blessed and terrifying profanity. He is
plastered and papered. Each camp con- no respecter of sacred persons. When he
tains an electric stove and oven, which, returned from France he cast the truth
with the use of a couch
bed, makes a very upon Congress and knocked in vain on
comfortable little home. One thing which the door of the White House. The atvisitors noticed in particular Sunday was mosphere was charged with his indignathe cleanliness of the camps. They are tion at the inertia he found and the conall equipped with
electric lights, and next •tentment there was in the midst of conwinter will be heated with electricity. fusion, though Hindenburg’s blow was
No doubt many of the young men will about to fall on the west front. He had
build small piazzas of their own accord- seen and he knew. But what he knew
which will add greatly to their conven- the Government did not wish to hear.
ience.
The President declined to receive him.
The Senate Military Affairs Committee
The total membership of the National summoned him and he made the Capitol
Soldiers’ Home at Togus is now but 1400, corridors ring. Then he was ordered bethe smallest in the history of the institu- fore a medical examining board, which
tion. Of this number there are about pronounced him fit, whereupon the War
to Fort Riley
600 now away from the
homp on furloughs, Department sent him away
leaving but 800 as the actual membership. to train the draft army of Kansas, MisThere are between 400 and 500 Spanish souri and Colorado. He had been unable
War soldiers now included in the member- to stir the Government out of its comship. There is a bill pending in Congress placency. It required the German offenproposing to increase pensions of those sive and a desperate outcry from the
not living at the National homes and, if British to do that. We have moved more
it passes, this will have a tendency to rapidly since.
still further deplete the institution.
General Wood may or may not be the
greatest military commander we have.
About 800 of the Oxford mill employes Our millitary genius is yet potential We
at Rumford have formed an association can only be sure we have no more of it,
under the title of the “Oxford Army actual and potential, that we shall need.
and Navy Men’s Aid,” and have pledged General Wood has a fine, aggressive recthemselves to pay not less than 5 cents ord. He is bigger than any task he has
Nobody knows how
each per week, to be used for the benefit yet undertaken.
Is that not
of their fellow workmen enlisted in the much bigger he can be.
reason
enough why he should have the
U. S. Army and Navy, and who are either
lighting in the cause of freedom, or are utmost development in active service?
in course of preparation for doing so. Or is that reason itself a disqualification
Already it has been possible to send a in the eye of jealousy?
In any case, for a man of General
substantial token of good-will to every
enlisted man who has been employed at Wood’s ability—both the ability that he
is known to possess and that which mav
the Oxford.
be yet undiscovered—to be rejected for
Two Good Stories From Oxford.
personal reasons is almost unendurable.
The implications are distressing. Public
A man went to a health resort, and in
opinion will be heard from. The World,
each letter he wrote to friends at home stanch
supporter of the Administration,
he stated that he was constantly improv“The news that General Leonard
say:
ing and felt 10 years younger than when Wood is to be kept in this country while
he wrote the last letter. Finally he quit the division
whose training he is comwriting letters, and the friends at home pleting will go abroad under his second in
became alarmed, and started an investi- command will
give every fair-minded
gation, and discovered that their old neigh- man a bad taste in the mouth,”—N. Y.
bor had died at the health resort with Tribune.
cholera infantum.
A little girl was asked by her teacher
GATHER THEM IN.
to write a composition of 500 words about
A. Mitchell Palmer, alien property cusan automobile trip.
So she wrote about
todian, has seized seven corporations,
her papa buying a new car, taking the
mostly located in Massachusetts, which
family out for a ride, and running into a he said were among “the principal repretree and tearing off a wheel. She had j sentatives in America
of the industry
used up about 300 words when she reached
planned to supply cotton to the German
that part of her composition that told
government.”
“The other
about tearing off the wheel.
Five of the corporations—the New En r200 words are what papa said, and I don’t land Waste
Co., the American Linters
like to write them down here,” was her
Co., The American Products Co., the
concluding sentence.—Norway Adver- Overseas Trading
Co., and Wolf A Sons,
tiser.
are said by Mr. Palmer to be owned by
Wolf & Soehne, one of the largest cotton
A small bale of wool from the White houses in the
world. They represent
House sheep which was sent to Maine by ;
holdings amounting to nearly $4,000,000.
the President to be disposed of for the
The Anglo-American Cotton Co. and
Red Cross was sold at auction Monday at the Richard
Mayer Co., which were also
a local theatre to a woman who declined
taken over, are declared by Mr. Palmer
to give her name for publication, for $250. to be owned
by Reis & Co. of Heidelberg,
The purchaser returned it to be sold again
Germany, whose holdings in this country
and the second buyer was Lieut. Com. amount to
approximately $1,000,000.
Rooney of the Portland naval recruiting
According to Mr. Palmer, the managestation, who paid $75 for it. Governor ment of the American companies said to
Miiliken presided at the sale and Supt. of be owned
by Wolf & Soehne, was vested
Schools De Forrest Perkins was auction- ! in one
group of officers, comprising Adolf
eer.
i Leve of Boston, president; Lewis P. Sladen of Melrose, Mass., clerk, and George
A decision by the public utilities com- E.
Lund, also of Melrose, who, with the
mission authorizing the sale by public
others, constituted the board of directors.
auction of tjje Rockland, South Thomaston and St. George street railway was
SAVED GREAT BRITAIN FROM
announced Sunday by S. T. Kimball, re- :
DEFEAT.
cently appointed receiver. The road has
not been in operation for five months.
“Is it realized by the people of England
The owners claim it has lost money
that America has already saved us from
steadily because of automobile competito the enemy?” asks a special
tion. The receiver values the property capitulating
writer for one of London’s big dailies.
at $50,000.
the
writer continues, “we
“Either,”
should have been forced into this surrenTo Make fcxtensive Improvements.
der with our armies unbroken and muniThe Maine Central railroad and the Poit- tions of war unexhausted, or we should
land Terminal Company with the ap- at this moment be struggling to live and
proval of Director General McAdoo, soon work and fight on one-third of our preswill commence alterations and additions ent rations.”
The food supplies being
to their freight yards and equipment, sent by the United States to the allies
which will cost $2,757,700, it has been represent, it is pointed out, “the kindly',
announced. There is a general plan for difficult and entirely willing self-sacrilice
improvement all along the lines of the of a whole nation, the vast majority
Maine Central.
working people.

some

I
j

Black Tread and Red Sides.

Others, imitating Diamond in color combination, have
failed to pass the strenuous tests of quality demanded by
actual service. They imitated color only—Diamond quality
they could not duplicate.
Thus always with imitations!

•;

Motorists who drove on Diamonds in 1917 and
years demand Diamond mileage again in such
bers that our factories are taxed to capacity.

ous

previnum-

For “Better Than Average Mileage at Less Than
Average Cost,” see a Diamond Distributor.
\

The Superior quality of Diamond Inner
Tubes has never been imitated

the Diamond Rubber Ca

Local Distributors

I

I

A. H. PATTERSON
•

Belfast)

COMMANDS TANK BRITTANIA

j

I

Maine

,

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.
IS SITUATED ONEWASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
I have | sirgle ard double hitches, tuchboarda, etc. Careful drivers if desired

Tour patronage

is solicited.

Telephone—Btable. 18-2; house,

18-3.

W. G. PRESTON.

Proprietor,

Up

DON’T Slow

Advertising NOW!

__

Never has there been a time when the public
has looked more keenly for MERCHANDISING
NEWS than now

j

Announcement
The practice <?f calling upon telephone operators for information as to the time of day has
grown to the point of interfering with the effici-

service.
For such information 100,000 calls are made
daily in New England, the bulk of sue calls
coming naturally at times when it is most difficult to handle them.
ency of

telephone

Service efficiency now demands that the work
of the operating force should be relieved of unnecessary burdens, and that all energies be
directed toward the furnishing of effective telephone service, and to that alone.
Prompted by these considerations, the practice of giving information as to the time of day
will be discontinued beginning June 3, 1918.

Never has there been a time more auspicious
for the enterprising tradesman to secure HIS
FULL SHARE OF TRADE than now.
People must continue to eat, to wear and to
useis to cut out luxuries, and luxuries are
For
relatively small proportion of your business
every luxury cut out you have a chance to increase your
movement of staples.
How short-sighted is the policy of reducing advertising
You will^only lose trade. You
expense to “save money."
will only lose prestige.
The tendency

only

The American infantryman in the Expeditionary Forces carries 200 rounds of
adfood
29.
The
Washington, May
ammunition in the pockets ol his light
ministration Tuesday accepted prices for canvas webb
belt and his bandoleers. The
sardines recommended by representatives German
soldier has only 120 rounds and
of that industry from Maine for the 1918 30 of these are in his
(•apt.. Kic nard Haig, who commanded
knapsack. To secure
pack and announced that higher prices them at a critical moment he must lose the British tank Brittunin in the battle
New
would be considered unreasonable under valuable
time. The American webb belts,
of the Somme and who is in charge of
the food control act. The maximum
and
according to the War Department, are far
the monster in this country, where it
case
on
1-4
are
$6.50
keyless superior to the German leather bandoprices
per
is being used in recruiting and war3-4
and
oil
and
on
1-4
$6.25
sardines,
W. R. Driver, Jr.,
leers. They are not affected by prolonged
fund campaign^.
standard mustard sardines.
rains nor torrid weather. The manuiacGeneral Manager.
ture of these belts is one of the most inThe following letter to an exemption
tricate of the operations in the textile
board is printed in the Oxford Democrat !
held. U. S. army belts are made almost
with the assurance that it is verbatim
HANDLING AUTOMOBILE
entirely of cotton. The exact weight of
INFANTILE PARALYSIS.
and vouched for as genuine:
SPEEDERS.
the 220 rounds carried by the American
Dear United States: My husband ast 1
soldier in France is 12 pounds. With the
That knowledge has been acquired me to rite him a recomment that he
supStill the automobile speeder goes his
Springfield rifle 23 aimed shots can be
which will prove of great value in dealports his family. He cant reed so don’t
up and down the highing with the problem of infantile paraly- tell him, jest take him. He ain’t no good fired each minute. Firing from the hip uproarious way
40 shots can be fired a minute. The new ways. Here and there the officials of
sis in the future is asserted in the third to me.
He aint done nuthin but drink
United States model 1917 (modified Eo- some towns stiffen up.
instalment of the 1917 report of the Rocke- lemon essence and
play a fiddle sense I
A few scorchers are given mild lines.
does even better.
feller Foundation, recently published.
married him eight years ago and I gotta geld).
The money cost of the thing does not
The hope is expressed that this knowl- feed seven kids of -his’n.
Maybe you can
are slightThe Bangor & Aroostook is now run- bother the speeders any. They
edge will prevent a recurrence of the dis- git him to carry a gun
He’s good on
coaches with a smoking ly deterred by the publicity and disgrace
ning
passenger
ease in epidemic form even if it cannot
squirls and eatin. Take him and welin the center of the car. of the thing. However, they soon forget
Hundreds of the
be wholly stamped out.
come.
I need the grub an his bed for the I compartment
One of the cars is running on train No. 9 that.
sufferers of 1916 ha ve been completely kids. Don’t tell him this but
jest take and 10 and is
Some towns try peaceful persuasion.
ELIABLE HOME TREATMENT restored to he alth, while confidence is j
meeting with much favorhim.
the roads,
able comment from the travelling public. They erect pleasant signs along
p xpressed that many still under treatment
Thousands of wives, mothers and sis- will
welcoming the motorists courteously and
eventually recover fully. Speaking
Thrift
Now
for
Stamps.
in
return.
rs are enthusiastic in their praise of of a work
asking them to show courtesy
largely made possible by the
That is good stuff, and will influence some
rrine, because it has relieved their loved Foundation’s contributions, the report
/
Can be
the “Drink Habit.”
of the sports. There are others that will
les of
A single Thrift Stamp will buy a tent
says:
not abate their frightfulness for any little
ven secretly.
Guaranteed.
“A large number of children have been pole or five tent pins, a waist belt or hat
Orrine No. 1, secret treatment: Orrine
things like that.
with braces, the use of which in cord, shoe laces or identification tags;
suppliep
Costs only
The difficulty of the problem is eno 2, voluntary treatment.
most cases is only temporarily necessary. two will buy one trench tool or a pair of
Read
hanced by the fact that 95 per cent of
1.00 a box. Ask us for booklet.
By systematic massage and special exer- woolen gloves. Four Thrift Stamps will
the motor drivers exercise a good degree
Hills, Main street, Belfast.
cises gratifying results have been secured; buy two pairs of canvas leggins; six will
of care. The great body of drivers ophundreds have been wholly restored or buy five pairs of woolen socks or three
The carepose drastic automobile law's.
A Deserter Captmed.
suits of summer underwear; twelve will
are on the way to complete recovery; in
ful man, knowing that he himself uses
the case of many others disabilities have buy a steel helmet. One War-Savings
discretion, dislikes to be held down too
Stamp will buy one hundred cartridges or
After living six months in the heart of been minimized.”
closely by law. But he forgets that he
During this year the clinics and the a cartridge belt or a scabbard for a bayoMaine forest with the door of his little
woolhimself, as well as pedestrians and horse
ut barricaded night and day and a home treatment which have proved so net, two will purchase two pairs-of
While there are many causes for sleep- owners, is endangered by the small eletwo
fi-caliber rifle constantly at his side, Roy successful will be maintained. Those in en breeches or two flahnel shirts;
ment of those that make themselves con
Three
a gas mask.
lessness it frequently happens that deIcNinch of Bridgewater, who deserted charge of this work are confident of con- and a half will buy
spicious.
an overwill
War
buy
Stamps
It
is
to
or
intestines
are
results.
Savings
liver
Devens
tinuing
good
sincerely
rom the 303d H. F. A. at Camp
ranged stomach,
The one best way of controlling a
three
ist November, has been captured and be hoped the belief is warranted that the coat or two woolen service coats,
the real source of the trouble. If your apWe
is to take away his license.
speeder
knowledge which these investigations has and a half will buy three pairs of woolen
iken ba;k to Camp Devens.
petite isn’t good or food distresses in any are too apt, when some fast driver almost
McNinch has made threats that he never given will prevent future epidemics.— blankets; four will buy a rifle.
runs over us, to let the matter pass in a
way, or the bowels do not move daily,
He was captured New York Herald.
muld be taken alive
spirit of good nature. It may be a little
or yon feel languid and have headaches,
The eclipse of the sun scheduled for
y Ex-Sheriff Lawlis of Houlton and
trouble to complain of the offender. But
I iree men, after a journey of 15 miles
Saturday, June 8th, will be but a partial a teaspoonful of the genuine “L. F.” At- unless a man of that type is complained
Flower
Green’s
to
will
I ito the woods. It was necessary
affair for Maine people. It
begin at wood’s
Medicine, as directed, will quickly of be is sure eventually to kill or maim
I reak down the door. McNinch was
Has been used for ailments that are 6.50 p. m. daylight saving time, with its
some one.
He is usually skillful, so he
relieve you of these disagreeable sympI >und in bed.
middle at 7.41 and ending at 8.20, its ducan take many chances and come through.
I Food, it is charged, was brought to him caused by a disordered stomach and inac- ration being 1 hour and 39 minutes. The toms. It is a most ecoBut some day he figures just a hair too
tive liver, such as sick headache, consti- sun’s diameter equalling 1.00, the magninomical HOME REMEDY;
y Frank Moirell, a lumberman, who is
close. Some one makes an unforseen
The path a cent a dose as a
Iso under arrest charged with failing to pation, sour stomach, nervous indiges- tude of the eclipse will be 0.58.
physio
motion, and there is a manslaughter case.
of the total phase will begin south of
egister, and aiding a deserter.
The time to check this class of drivers is
You’ll
and blood purifier.
tion, fermentation of food, palpitation of
Japan, cross the North Pacific ocean, the
Houlton
before they do the killing.
the heart caused by gases in the stomach. United States from Washington to Florida
save
money and prevent
Times.
You must remember that postmasters
is
a
disregua
Flower
near
the
it.
gentle
and
end
laxative,
sickness by using
Bahama islands,
Buy
lave been ordered
by the department at August
and in- tance of nearly 11,000 miles. The width
only the TRUE “L. P.” in
Washington not to accept for mailing lates digestion both in stomach
to
70
will
from
30
miles.
the
of
vary
sweetens
the
stomach
path
and
bottle 50 cents, made
parcels destined for soldiers in the United testines, cleans
The longest duration of totality will be 2 large
FOR FLETCHER’S
States army, unless they are specifically and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver
and 23 seconds, at a place in the by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
minutes
bile
and
secrete
the
from
to
impurities
Addressed to the company and regiment
1
Pacific ocean.
Portland, Me.
ath blood. Sold by H. 0. Poor & Son.

Study your advertising
wisely and well.

DRINK
HABIT

Sleep
well

August

[
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Children Cry

r~

CASTOR 1 A

you

as

never

*

did before—Jo it

Be prosperous and let the people know that you
prosperous.

are

was NEVER achieved by stopping advertising
by wearing old clothes and talking pessimism.

Success
or

England Telephone
Telegraph Company

....

*

■Advertise to increase sales and make more money; don’t
cut it out to save money.

Sardine Prices.

...

a

Be Wise—and Advertise in
The Journal

Special Mice

Each Week

I pay the highest prices possible for old
iron, metals, rubbers and rags and quote
a
j the following prices: Old rags, 2 cents 10
pound; iron, $10 a ton; short bags,
;
cents; rubbers, 7 cents a pound. Drop me
a postal or telephone and 1 will call at
once.
Special—I pay the freight charges
for every 100 bags shipped to me,

From

SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast.

3m 16
Tel. 107-11

Jewelry, Silver,
We send cash
goods 10 days
price. Send by

Parcel Post

Domestic

or

N. V.

Lister and his mother, Mrs. H. B. Lister.
Mr. Lister is serving in the navy on the
U. S. S. Minneapolis and has been across
the Atlantic seven times this year. He
has been through the interesting experiof having been torpedoed twice,
while on the Prince Edward Fred-

a transformed German ship, on
Feb. 8, 1918, and once on the Minneapolis
when off the coast of Queenstown, Ireland. He was also on board the Minneapolis during a collision with a British
cruiser in the English channel and also
in Hampton Roads when two men were
killed. Mr. Lister has been in the navy
six years. He is fond of the life and has
some interesting happenings to relate of
his experiences.

erick,

1 buy lor EASH, own my own
stables, raise my own hay, work all
the time, thus keeping my overhead expense low and my customget the benefit of it.

ers

!

UNDERSOLD.

Times Across.

Perley B. Lister, engineer, 2d class has
recently been in Burnham to visit Mrs.

once

shall

Lome in and see my horses before buying and I will save, you
MONEY AS |I WILL* NOT BE

Supply Co., Dept. 32,

Seven

I

write first for

-—-

ence

j

I2wl5

Binghamton,

1st

EACH and EVERY HOUSE will

dental crowns r brid#ework..j
by return mail and will b >ld j
for sender’s approval of our i

particulars.

until July

a

be truthfully described and will be
found to be EXAC'lLY as.repre
sented.

Gasp far i False TeelP
Don’t matter if broken. We ray up to $12.00,
for Old Gold,
according to value. Also

now

CAE LOAD of fresh, sound,
young HORSES aod they will be
on sale at my stables.
have

i

W. L. WEST.
■■II
GERMAN

■

.

PRISONERS.

The treatment of interned Germans in
the United States is now being used by
German propagandists in an effort to create unrest among the American people.
The Food Administration, however, officially denies rumors that German prisoners are being prodigally fed on
bread,
pastries and cakes made entirely of wheat.
The Germans interned in American detention camps while well fed, are being
made to observe all rules and regulations
if the Food Administration.
The military prisoners—prisoners of
war—receive the regular garrison ration
Df the United States Army. This is according to The Hague Convention.

The Coolest Place in the City, Where You
Can Enjoy the Beat Photoplays Obtain-

able.

b

Thursday’s feature bill at tbe Colonial
includes the favorite Harold Lockwood in
his latest Metro play, “Broadway Bill,”
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in a Metro
comedy and others. Harold Lockwood
plays one of bis most popular roles in
The character he
“Broadway Bill.”
enacts is that of a young man of great
wealth who spends his time in dissipation, and to whom the sobriquet “BroadHis sweetway Bill” has been applied.
heart, Muriel Latham, takes him to task
for his frivolity, and Bill, realizing that
unless he makes amends he can never
hope to win the girl,determines to fight
his old enemy and prove his worthiness
to Muriel. He goes to a lumber camp in
Maine, and through a letter of introduction from the camp’s owner obtains employment as a lumber jack. Buck Hardigan, the foreman of the camp, is robbing
his employer. He believes Bill is sent to
camp to investigate the irregularities,
and, working on the basis that dead men
tell no tales, he tries to put Bill out of
the way. How Bill frustrates Hardigan’s
plots, wins the respect of the community,
and proves his worth to Muriel, forms
one of the most exciting and gripping
plays of the year.
If you were passing a dark house in a
lonely street, and if a girl told you of a
man dying within, what would you do?
That situation confronted Marcel Levignet, an amateurdetective and clubman of
wealth, portrayed by Wallace Reid in his
latest Paramount picture, “The House of
Silence,” which is to be displayed Friday.
The story of this exceptional photoplay
is intensely dramatic, and in the development of the plot a hatpin and woman’s
purse are the only clews Levignet can
discover in his effort to trace the slayer.
He finds her at last, only to learn that
the slaying was legally justified, but it
did not need this conclusion to inspire
love for the distressed girl in the heart, of
the clubman-detective. After a series of
thrilling incidents he unmasks the secret
of the mysterious house and wins a pretty
bride. Ann Little plays the part of the
girl in the case with rare effectiveness.
The picture is based upon the story by
Elwyn Barron, the scenario was written
by Margaret Turnbull, a scenarioist of
ability, and the production was directed
by Donald Crisp.
Saturday’s feature picture w'ill be one
for the whole family to see, Vivian Martin in “Unclaimed Goods.” This is a
W estern comedy, but of a different sort.
Miss Martin, as Betsy Burke, is sent by
When she
express to a mining town.
arrives at her destination no one claims
her. The reason for this is that the town
has been captured by a gang of wild outlaws, and they have locked up the citizens in order to loot the town without unpleasant interference. As is the custom
with unclaimed goods, oetsy is put up ror
auction by the outlaws, and the leader of
the gang tries to buy her. But she is
saved from this humiliation by a man to
whom she had done a good turn, who
sacrifices his life in an exciting gun
light. Betsy finds happiness with the
express agents into whose care her father
had placed her at the beginning of the
trip. The synopsis tells you that the
plot is actually out of the ordinary, and
and such a plot is a rarity. With Miss
Martin as the pathetic express package,
and a cast including Harrison Ford, Casson Ferguson, George McDaniel, Dick La
Reno, George Kunkel anu Carmen Phillips, it is understood that the story will
be presented in the manner it deserves.
The most recent vehicle for Pauline
Frederick, the noted character and emotional actress, was decided upon by the
Paramount scenario department as “Mrs.
Dane’s Defense,” the drama by Henry
Arthur Jones, celebrated as one of England’s foremost dramatists, and which
was one of the most successful
stage
plays of its time, having created a veritable furore. It was a striking “realistic”
problem play and gave the public thrill
after thrill by its tense dramatic moments
its
and
remarkably clever drawing.
Margaret Anglin created the role of Mrs.
Dane in America and achieved a memorable success. The play is one abounding
in situations that are poignant in their
intensity and the character of Mrs. Dane
is one that suits Pauline Frederick’s dramatic technique to a marked degree.
“Mrs. Dane’s Defense” will be shown
Monday, as also one of the popular Judge
Brawn stories.
“The Blue Bird,” an Artcraft picture,
will be shown Tuesday. It is an adaptation, by Charles Maigne, from Maeterlinck’s masterpiece, which has attracted
wide attention in the dramatic and literWhile it dealt with subjects
ary world.
of great profundity in an allegorical manner, it was easily understood. The great
author took for his central figures a little
boy and girl, and for them he drew aside
the curtain of life, delved into the past
and touched eloquently upon the great
Beyond. In the form of a play, as produced in London and later in New York,
the story teemed with dramatic interest,
and instead of a heavy preachment or a
dry sermon it developed into a virile pren
sentation, sparkling with vivacity. Iadapting this work to motion pictures,
director Maurice Tourneur, who staged
the production for Artcraft, has carried
out the idea of the author in making the
»4 nr.ln<.
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SEARSPORT.

Colonial Theatre.

J

_I

with the tiny actors, who

are

theoretically the leading characters, believing that it these children can grasp
the story, the average patron of a movingpicture theatre, with the aid of the lucid
titles which embellish the film, should
easily follow the play and understand the
allegory. The result is a unique play, of
stupenduous magnitude, in which is incorporated the highest technique of phographic art, with multiple film exposures
requiring infinite care and patience. Settings of colossal size and ensembles of
hundreds of people make this photoplay a
mighty spectacular ofTering in which the
artistic details have been carefully looked

E. M. Glidden is spending

a

short

va-

cation in town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Parse have rea short visit in Bath.

turned from

Frederick M. Harris left by boat Saturweeks at
day after spending the past two
Swan Lake.
Miss Kathryn Dow has returned from
Garland where sne visited her sister, Miss
Sallie Dow.
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer of
Bangor spent Sunday in town, the guests
of Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild.
At the regular meeting of Anchor
Chapter, O. E. S., on Monday, June 10th,
two candidates will be received.
Rev. Thomas H. Martin will deliver
the baccalaureate sermon to the classes
of 1918 at the Cong’l church Sunday,
June 9th.
SatCapt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross arrived
urday from Tampa, Florida, and have
their house at the corner of Main

STOCKTON

Mr. Samuel E. Rendell spent last Friday in Bangor on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ames called Sunday at their camp on the shore of Fort

Harold Marshall and
Mr. and Mrs.
children of Belmont, Mass., were pasMrs. Marshall
sengers on Friday’s boat.
will spend the season' at the home ot
street.
Elm
Mrs. Fred Swift on

Last Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N.
Fletcher and their daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas B. Ginn, and baby
and friends, Mr. and Mrs. Parker, spent
the day at their cottage, Camp Skipiki.

The iirst letter received in town to bear
the air sen ice stamp was written by Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barnes and daughter of Prospect Ferry moved May 28th
into the chambers of Mrs. Carrie O.
Gardner’s house which they will occupy
for the summer, Mr. Barnes being employed in the village shipyard.

U.

IjCIU

ui

li
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The letter
Colcord and family.
came from Washington to New York by
airplane and the remainder of its journey
by regular mail. It was received June
3rd.
B.

F.

ret“rnted.t°

Bang?!t£aS *hr®

Mrs. Charles A. Gibson of Bangor, accompanied by her secretary, Mrs. Foss,
The special assignment of Red Cross and an intimate friend, Mrs. Park, came
work was completed Tuesday, May 28th, to Stockton Sunday in her limousine,
and it was not necessary to open the spending the day with Mr. and Mrs.
Reg Charles H. Emery, the day being most enrooms during the last of the week.
ular work was resumed Wednesday, June joyable to these appreciative friends.
5th. Remember that each hour’s work
Mrs. Elman Dickey, accompanied by
will count toward the 72 hours necessary her
young daughter, Miss Adelaide, arto secure the emblem for your service vei.. rived from
Portland, May 29th, bringing
Schools will close Friday, June 14th. the remains of her husband for interment
The graduating exercises ol the High in the family lot in our village cemetery.
school will be held in Union Hall on that They were the guests of Mrs. Albert C.
evening. Grade exercises will be Friday Colcord during their brief stay in town. ,
Both
morning in the Cong’l church.
Mr. Crawford A. Treat of Millinocket,
classes are unusually well prepared and who
spent a day last week with his parwill do credit to the schooi in the programs, to which the public are cordially
welcomed.

needed in that line. The Red Cross flag
will be displayed at the entrance to the
workroom immediately on its receipt and
it is hoped the response of workers will
be prompt and large as the demand is
now imperative,
in all over-seas locations.

Ba“g°If'*as

ily last

week.

Lawrence Jenkins went to Sedgwick
for
he has

employment

the summer.

|

a
Miss Elsie Adams of Newport spent
few days with Capt. N. R. Cook and
family last week.
have
Mr. and Mrs. Webb of Monroe
been the guests of Charles Jenkins and
family for several days.
in
Raymond Hall who has employment
Massachusetts is visiting his parents,

in those

wheat-producing

States.

It is

estimated that 80,000 men will be needed
to harvest the wheat crop in KansaB, and
that about 50,000 of this number will be
furnished by the towns and cities of that
State, while the remainder will go into
Kansas from Oklahoma and Texas when
the wheat harvest is finished in these

officiated, using the single ring service.
The bride was becomingly gowned in blue
silk taffeta and wore a corsage bouquet of
bride roses. They were accompanied by
the parents of the contracting parties,
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers C. Ford and Mr.
a nd Mrs. Orrin Dean, and by Miss Mary
States.
Ford. The groom is employed in the
McKay room of the Leonard & Barrows
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell have given
shoe factory, but expects to be called to
up their apartments at the Windsor Hote
the U. S. service as he is in the Waldo L and are occupying a few rooms at their
will be several
County draft. They will make their 'home on High street. It
weeks before the changes and improvehome in Egst Belfast, where both have
ments will be completed, but the grounds
many friends who extend congratulations are graded.
This residence was for
and best wishes.
years considered one of the most desirable in this section of the State, but
the modern improvements, the rare and
The following unclaimed letter remain- beautiful
furnishings, particularly of the
ed in the Belfast Post Office for the week Japanese room, have enhanced its intrinending June 4, 1918: Gentlemen—Chas. sic valuation and added materially to its
artistic beauty.
E. Wilson.

^ntrika min n'TirriiBiii

SAVES WORK

Makes Light Work
of Heavy Ironing

Mr. Hafe Hall and family.
There were sixty couples at the grand
ball at Union Hall last Friday night.
Music by Overlock of Bangor.

Newport

Launders the heaviest linen or the daintiest lingerie.
Don’t drudge and swelter in the old-fashioned way

The alarm of fire rung in the morning
of May 30th proved to be for a blaze in
the sawdust shed of The Lawrence Canning Factory, which was soon extinguished by those present before the arrival of
the hose company. The orig:n of the fire
was from the igniting of the sawdust
from the steam-pipes running through it.
Had this occurred in the night the conflagration would have been a serious one.

but iron the easy electrical way.

training.

At Our

There was a large attendance at the
Memorial exercises in Union Hall May 30.
The program was as follows: Prayer,
Rev. W. E. Streeter; remarks, Capt. Norman R. Cook; drill by twelve girls; singing by the choir; recitation, Frank Goodwin; recitation, George Ryder; drill by
sixteen Camp Fire Girls; recitation, Isa-

There were 425 people at the B. H. S.
graduation in Crockett’s Hall May 28th.
The students marched in marshaled by

ADVERTISEMENT

Notice of First Meeting ot Creditors.

WATER POWERS
IN MAINE

i

^J^^meetlng.

orations Easter lilies and Cecile Brunner
A huge
roses were massed in profusion.

wedding cake,

on

which

were

mounted

IF YOUR CHILDREN
ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
undersize or under-weight
remember—Scott'e Emulsion
is nature’s grandest growingfood; it strengthens their bones,
makes healthy blood and promotes

sturdy growth.

Scott a Bownc,

Bloomfield, W. J.

A leading paper advocat- I
ing State ownership, in an
editorial on March 8th, said:

and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day
of May, A. D 1918
ADDIE E. De SILVER, widow of George W.
of
De Silver, late of Prospect, in said County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
to her
praying that an allowance may be made
out of the personal estate of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
of
to ill persons interested by causing a copy
this order to be published three weeks sucnewscessively in The Republican Journal, a that
in said County,
paper published at Belfast,
to be held
they may appear at a Probate Court,
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
ten of
at
A.
D.
1918,
of
June,
11th day
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
of
said
petitioner
they have, why the prayer
should not be granted.
Attest:
Chas. E.

Matthew Morrill of
Gray, evidently influenced
bv articles like the above,
said:

Johnson, Register.

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gi ves notice that he has been
the estate of
of
administrator
duly appointed

RAYMOND M. NICKERSON,
late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
JOSEPH W. BROCK.
Searsport, Me,, May 14, 1918

leges

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
the
estate of
of
duly appointed administrator

BROWN.

I

Congress St., Belfast.

BRYANT-BYTHER. In Waterville, May
25, by Rev. Frank L. Phalen, Albert Hall
Bryant of Freedom and Miss Velma B.
TO CAMDEN
of Albion.
The following program was given at Byther
DOWNES-PARKER. In Winterport, May
Thursday. May 23rd, I shall
Commencing
L.
the Scout benefit at the Methodist church, 28, by Ellery Bowden, J. P
Harry
Assembly, Donald Downes of Searsport and Ruth Ellen Par- make two trips daily to Camden with a Ford
Tuesday evening:
Touring Car, leaving O’Connell’s RestauKnowlton; song, America, Troop; “About ker of Frankfort.
Ford-Dean. In Belfast, June i, by
E.
Rev.
C.
at 7.00 a. m., and 4.00 p. m., con
rant
the Scouts,”Dickey;remarks,
Rev. Charles W. Martin, George Lincoln
Belfast 9.50.
Martin; solo, Carleton Read; demonstra- Ford and Miss Viola Dean, both of East necting with train arriving at
A. G. THORNDIKE.
3w21p
tions of first aid to the injured, Scouts Belfast.
Lewis-Smith. In Rockland, May 26,
Bowen, Luville Woods and Colcord, the
by Rev. W. L. Pratt, James A. Lewis of
broken arm, the arm sling, the broken North Haven and Miss Blanche E. Smith
leg, making a stretcher, carrying the of Rockland
wounded; artificial respiration, by Scouts
WANING-GODDING. In Belfast, May
Luville Woods and Rogers; Scouts For- 30, by Rev. D. Brackett, Elmer F. Waning
and
Bradford
trianguKeene,
est Woods,
of Newcastle, Me., and Miss Edna M.
lar bandages, showing care of the head, Godding of Brooks.
I
At Windsor House 8table
the jaw, the eye, the hand, the throat,
the chair carry; solo, Carleton Read;
2w23
Telephone 33-2
DIED.
Messages by flag signals; semaphone,
“Do a Good Turn Daily,” Orland OrchJohn
BENNETT. In Rockport, May 20,
ard; “Be Prepared,” Kenneth Colcord; F. Bennett, aged 63 years.
reading, Frank Downs; violin solo, Lubert
CURTIS. In Camden, May 26, John C.
1 hereby warn all persons from trusting or
Smedberg; First Aid demonstrations,
72 years and 9 months.
Scouts Randal, Orchard and Snow: “the Curtis, aged
May harboring my wife, Alice E. Clark, as I shall
Lincolnville,
In
DRINKWATER.
roller bandage, the reverse bandage, the
67 pay none of her bills after this date.
Wilder Perry Drinkwater, aged
apiral bandage, the torniquet, the army 19,
4 days.
and
2
months
Searsport. May 19,1918.
years,
carry, the firemen’s lift;” the Scout Oath;
KNOWLTON. In Freedom, May 30, An- 3w21p
OSCAR H. CLARK.
the pledge to the Flag; Taps, Donald
son Knowlton.
Knowlton.
Miss
June
1,
NICKLESS. In Freedom,
Nickless.
The Journal’s weather authority, Capt. Bernice
In Denver, Colo., May 17,
PARSE.
R. W. Warren, says the early days of
formerly of Searsport, aged
Frank
Parse,
June, 1917, were the coldest for many 54
years.
years and the corresponding days of 1918
Cottage Twin Oak. Situated at the
In Burnham, May 26, head of Swan Lake. Furnished for
REYNOLDS.
were the warmest for the same length of
party
85
years.
the
Rufus
aged
temperature
June
Reynolds,
1st,
time. 1917,
of 6 or 8. Good boat and good fishing.
Capt.
May
30,
ne
Ju
Rockland,
In
and
42
WESCOTT.
June
66;
and
38
2nd,
was
Belfast.
68;
4wp22
8 months Tel. 89-6,
A. STINSON, Owner.
3rd, 48 and 63. 1918, June 1st, 66 and 74; Cecil C. Weacott, aged 33 years,
and 18 daya.
June 2nd, 60 and 90; June 3rd, 60 and 84.

AUTOMOBILE LINE

A utomobiles
WASHED

j

!
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people pay.”

I

FOR

I

RUMFORD FALLS POWER CO.,
OXFORD PAPER CO.,
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER

|

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC
CO.,
HILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LEWISTON BLEACHERY A DYE

CO.,
UNION WATER POWER CO.,
UNION ELECTRIC POWER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN RESERVOIR

i

CO.,
ST. CROIX PAPER

WORKS,

PEPPERELL MANUFACTURING
'CO.,
BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS.

CO.

NOTICE
Officers,
Belfast, June 3, 1918.
>f
Belfast hav
The City Council of the City
ing determined that the following Btreete and
portiona of streets in said city shall be sprinkled
this year in whole at the expense of the abutters thereon, viz: Church street its entire
length, High street from Northport avenue to
Field street, Northport avenue from the end of
the square to City Park, Main street from the
westerly side of Postoffice square to Front
street. Front street from Main street to
Maine Central R. R, driveway on westerly
side of shoe factory. Beaver street its entire
length; notice is hereby given that the municipal officers will be in session on Monday,
Jun 10,1918. at eight o’clock in the afternoon,
at their office in the Memorial Building in said
Belfast, for the purpose of determining the
amount to he assessed on the estates abutting
on said streets, to defray the expenses of
In Board

of

Municipal

at which time aB parties interested
appear and be heard if they see fit,
C. W. WESCOTT.
V. A. SIMMONS.
D T. CLEMENTS,
W. G HATCH,
the City of Belfast.
of
Officers
Municipal

sprinkling,
may

_

Caution Notice

Fish Dinners
AT THE

or

Rent

nortbpori campground
fish dinners Sundays at
Lobsters served to order.
Special service to auto parties.
tf23
Telephone 72-4
our

1 p. m.

MRS. L. C. ROSS
usaaiB^MU

You

are

hereby

notified

that the

BOARD

OF REGISTRATION will be in session to revise and correct the VOTING LISTS of the
City of Belfast on the^five secular days prior
to the 17th day cf June, A. D. 1918,
Said
Board of Registration will be in session from
nine in the forenoon to
one
o’clock in the
afternoon, and from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon, and from seven to nine o'clock in
the afternoon, on the first four of said days,
to receive evidence touching the qualifications
of voters therein and to revise and correct the

voting lists, and on the last one of said secular
days, to verify the correctness of said lists
and to complete and close up its records of
said sessions.
And on the test of said secular
day a, at five o’cIock in the afternoon, certified
copies of said voting lists shall be delivered to
the Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt
taken therefor, except that on the last of said
days devoted to registration and on the last of
said days devoted to the records as above, the
sessions of the Board shall close at five o’clock
in the afternoon, but no name shall be added
to or stricken from said lists after five o’clock
in the afternoon of the last of said days devoted to registration.as above,
CHARLES O’CONNELL, Chairman
Board of Registration of the City of Belfast.
Belfast, Maine, June 6, 1918— 2w23

CARD OF THANKS

WAQUOIT,
Try

To the voters of
The City of Belfast:

Thomas H. Marshall Post extends a
vote of thanks to all who so kindly assisted in the Memorial Day exercises.

...

1

j

PENNELL, Publicity Agent

j

MRS. M. L. SLUGG,

For Sale

;

to

Apply

23tf

MARRIED

WM. M.

(Signed)

I

HOUSEMAID.
23

come

|

BOKN

WANTED’

the farmers
of the State would be supplied with electric current
for lighting their buildings
and power would be available for all farm purposes.
water powers

|

to them in the country by
water power and let the people pay what it costs.

HARRIET L. BROWN, late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

popular fallacy has been

To accomplish this result
transmission lines on all
country roads would be
1
The expense of
necessary.
such an undertaking would
! involve the State in so large
“Let the undeveloped wa- 1 an
expenditure of money
ter power be developed and : that no farmer could afford
used by builders of power i to
pay the necessary charges
lines and in conducting the
or should ordinary rates be
|
power into places that have
charged the farmer it would
no water power.
It will
a
mean
large increase in
warm and light our houses ;
taxation to make up the
and business places and help
deficit.
restore our old abandoned
farms by adding more busi- i
ness and comforts of life; it
Mr. Morrill is more canwill help keep young people
did than are other advoand even old ones from flockthis measure for
ing to the city to enjoy priv- cates of
Mr. Morrill says, “let the
that can and will
Mr.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

A true copy.

A

promulgated that should the
State develop the unused

“But had we development
of Maine’s idle water power
we could use the whole of
such power in this State to
distribute hydraulic power
throughout the farming dist icts and to heat and light
the State by saving millions !
of dollars’ worth of high
cost coal.”

Notices.

Probate

payment immediately.
ARTHUR I
Belfast, Me., May 14, 1918,

BOWEN. In Morrill, May 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Bowen, a daughter, Marion
Clara.
COHEN. In Belfast, June 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel B. Cohen, a son.
COX. In Brooks, June 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward G. Cox, a daughter.
HAIL. In Freedom, May 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hail, a son.
Hunt. In Burnham, May 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Hunt, a daughter, Virginia Irene.
In Camden, May 26, to MrSTART.
and Mrs. George Start, a son.

ADVERTISEMENT

States for
In the District Court of the United
the District of Maine, Northern Division
In the matter of William I

Bernard F. Ellis with Mrs. Edith Beers at
the piano.
jn Bankruptcy.
Marching around the room
A. St. Germain, Bankrupt (
as they came down the center aisle they
A. St. Germain of
were handed
two large American flags To the Creditors of William
Waldo
Stockton Springs, in the County of
by the ushers. Forming a single line on
and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
each side of the center aisle the flags
3rd day
Notice is hereby given that on the
were held up to form a
covering and
William A. St.
of June, A, D. 1918. the said
Mr. Ellis marshaled the graduates down
a Bankrupt; and
waB
adjudicated
Germain
duly
the aisle to their seats on the stage. The that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
class colors were red, white and blue. held at my chambers, 16 Central Street Ban
of June. A D. 1918,
: The following is the program:
gor Maine, on the 14th day
in the forenoon, at which time
Peavey’s Orchestra atlten o’clock
Music,
creditors
may attend, prove
and place the said
the
Rev. W. E. Streeter
Prayer,
their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine
Bowden
F.
other business
j Salutatory,Our Army,Hervey
Bankrupt, and transact such
Class History,
Lawrence E. Jenkins as may properly come
;
Peavey’s Orchestra
Music,
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Class Prophecy,
Helen L. Crockett
Norman Miller
Class Will,
Bangor, Maine, June 3. 1918.
Presentation of gifts, Helen L. Crockett
! Music,
Peavey’s Orchestra
Thomas R. Cook
; Valedictory,
1
ol
Presentation
diplomas with remarks,
Daniel B. Plummer

May 20th, at their home at No. 646 East
Forty-ninth street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Throughout the rooms and for table dec-

Stores, $4.50

PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO.

Hervey Bowden;
remarks, H. H.
W. Norwood;
Seth
Hutchinson; remarks,
music by fife and drum corps. The drills
were especially good and everyone was
j well pleased with the entertainment.
bel Brown; recitation,
singing by the choir;

A telegram from Los Angeles, Cal., in- two little cupids dressed as bride and
formed Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Avery on Me- bridegroom and holding hands, was cut,
morial Day of the critical condition of following the reading of an appropriate
their son-in-law, Mr. Howard Capen, verse. Mr. and Mrs. Patterson were
who had been taken to a hospital for an
During the
i recipients of many gifts.
operation for a serious case of appendi- : evening there was dancing, a buffet supcitis.
Later information brings word ! per being served at midnight. Mrs. Patthat he is now past the critical period. terson was formerly Miss Grace Jackson
General sympathy is extended to the pa- of Poor’s
Mills, and Mr. Patterson a Belj
tient, his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Avery. ast man

MEMORIAL Day. The various cemeteries about town were visited during the
morning and at two o’clock the column of
school children, Camp Fire Girls and
Veterans form .d at the monument and
listened to the reading of the Roll of Honor. Prayer was offered by Rev. Nathaniel
Atwood. Exercises opened at Union Hqll
at' 2.30 with the singing of the “Battle
Hymn of the Republic” by a chorus of
Mrs. Jessie M. Berry, accompanied by
children dressed as soldiers, sailors and
her brother, James Marden, and her uncle,
Red Cross nurses and the Camp Fire.
Mr. Horace M. Noyes of Vinalhaven, arPrayer was offered by Rev. Thomas H. rived home from the Deaconess
Hospital,
Martin, then followed a recitation by
the physiMiss Christine Eames, “Who Will There Brookline, Mass., May 29th,
no
of
curative
treatcians
offering
hope
Be;” exercise, “The Allies,” by ten boys ment in her
peculiar condition. She is at
carrying flags; quartet, “Beautiful Isle of
being cared for by her devoted
Somewhere,” Messrs. R. N. Porter, E present assisted
by her uncle, awaiting
F. Porter, T. H. Martin, I. Rich; recita- brother,
the arrival of a trained nurse, who is extion, “The Little Bronze Button,” Daniel
pected next week.
Brown; exercise, “Making the Flag,”
Memorial Day, an appropriate season
girls; recitation, “Your Flag
twenty little
>>
11i;nn
Unrrfnrat T iHlafialrl
cirufinif
for fasting and prayer under present con‘•Star Spangled Banner,” audience; ad- ditions of this terrible world-conflict,
dress, Rev. William Vaughan of the Re- was observed in our village, by the
formed Church of Belfast. Clifton N. marching of the school children, sixtyWhittum presided, announcing the pro- four in number, to the cemetery, each
gram and introducing the speaker. Mr. bearing a flag and bouquet of flowers,
Vaughan is well known in Searsport, preceded by our small drummer boy. Maswhere he has made many friends and was ter Jimmie Rendell, and led by Mr. C. A.
His ad- Snow, Principal of the Stockton Springs
received with hearty applause.
dress held the interest of a large audience High school. The other village teachers,
and showed his admiration for the men Mrs. Snow, Miss Nellie Blanchard and
of 61-65 and the boys who are now carry- Miss Elva M. Randell and Miss Amy
ing the flag, saved then, over the sea as Herron, one of the Sandypoint teachers,
the emblem of liberty. Much credit is brought up in the rear of the procession.
due Mrs. E. W. uilksy and the teachers After the decoration of the graves, apwho assisted her in preparing the patri- propriate remarks were made by Mr. C.
otic exercises. The accompanists of the A. Snow followed by the singing of
afternoon were Miss Mildred Shute and America by the scholars and the large
Prof. F. R. Sweetser.
company of town’s people present.

MOVING ARMY OF LABORERS.
Coming on Wednesday, William S. Hart
Additional help to harvest the wheat in
in one of the greatest successes, "The
Bargain.”
the central western States will be supplied by an army of workmen moving
from Texas to North Dakota with the
Bells.
Wedding
Definite plans for disseason of harvest.
tribution of this labor have been made by
Ford-Dean.
George Lincoln Ford
the Department of Agriculture’s farm
and Miss Viola Dean, both of East Belhelp
specialists co-operating with the Defast, were married at the Methodist parpartment of Labor and with county agents

SAVES COAL
SAVES WOOD
SAVES STEPS

Mrs. Mame Cunningham of
famthe guest of Henry Cunningham and

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, had
been in Portland for the purpose of taking I
Music.
an examination to act as Certified Public
I
The parts were all well taken and enFrank Parse, who died of pneumonia Accountant, which he passed very sucFor the present he will remain I joyed by all.
on May 17th in Denver, Colorado, was cessfully.
born in Searsport 54 years ago. He was in his situation in Millinockett.
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Patterson,
the son of Nicolas and Sara Ann (McOur Red Cross Branch is at this writformerly of Belfast, Me., celebrated their
Cloud), both of England. He followed
Monday, awaiting the arrival of
the sea until he was 26 when a serious ing,
on Monday,
government material for articles most silver wedding anniversary
illness made it necessary for him to remain permanently on land, giving up the
captain’s position for which he had fitted
himself.
Leaving his vessel he came
home across the continent, and acting
upon the advice of his physician, settled
in Texas, moving later to Colorado. There
he married Miss Maud Herrod of Golden
Two of their children, Francis and James,
died in infancy and were buried in Evergreen, Colorado. Mr. Parse is survived
by his wife, a daughter, Clara Clay, and
his sister, Mrs. Alfred
a
son William
of
William
Pendleton, and brother
Searsport and his brother James of New
is
remembered
He
York and Searsport.
by his friends as a man of kindly personand in his
character
and
sterling
ality
family circle is sincerely mourned.

lectric Iron

The

I

Waterhouse.

'.

girl*

Mr. and Mrs. Sanford P. Judkins of
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Messrs. Lewis K. Thurlow and Walter N. R. Cook. They will stay at Cook s
this
and
D. Noyes, of the firm of Crowell
| cottage, Lake Passagassawaukeag,
Thurlow of Boston, were business guests summer.
in town last Saturday.
Hollis W. Jones went to Waterville
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn of Saturday where he
visited his sister
Cambridge, Mass., arrived in town last Christine until Monday, when he went
Friday, leaving Monday for their annual to Plattsburg, N Y., with several of the
U. of M. boys for a month of military
spring fishing trip at Moosebead Lake.

Mr. Bion B. Sanborn, owing to the
business demands of the present time, is
adding to the floor space in his grocery
department by building a rear addition to
that part of his store.

LjOUISc

pound

Capt. Norman B. Cook.
Fort McKinley, Portland, Me., Saturday
morning.
Miaa Nellie Butler of
latter pari
guest of friends in town the
of the week.

Point Cove.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Nichols of
Worcester, Mass., returned Saturday
with Capt. and Kfrs. D. C. Nichols who
have been their guests for the past week.
Mrs. Susie M. Rendell and little grandMrs. Sidney M. Webber of Augusta
Richard Baker, went to Prospect last
was among last week’s arrivals and is at son,
called there by the illness of her
her summer home where she will be join- Friday,
Mrs. Eames, who is suffering with
ed in a few weeks by her daughter, Miss sister,
pleurisy.
Valma.
Miss Ethelind B. Havener reached
town Saturday after visiting friends in
Syracuse, N. Y., Providence, R. I. and
Boston. She is the guest of Miss Elinora

7 1-2

f

SPRINGS.

Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn,
after a fortnight’s visit in the village,
took boat for Boston, Saturday, en route
to their home in Cambridge, Mass.

On May 29th the following Searsport
left for training camps: Leon Blake,
Albert Billings, Charles Havener, Allie
Curtis, Ralph Moody, Arnold Ward.

a

Saturday, where

Through representatives of the local
Red Cross, E. M. Glidden has presented
a large collection of fiction from his personal library to the army camps.
men

Mr. and
proud parenta of
June 1st

Sarsaparilla and Peptiron, one taken
before eating and the other after.
In these medicines taken in this
for the blood
way the best substances
and nerves are brought together.

and Church streets.

after.

sonage at 8 p. m., Saturday, June 1st.
The pastor, Rev. Charles W. Martin,

_and

*■>

CoxareUie
Mrs. Edward G.
“°

Conditions that are both scrofulous
and anemic are very common. Many
are “broken
persons whose faces
out," cheeks are pale, and nerves are
weak, suffer from them.
There is an effective, economical
remedy in the combination of Hood s

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Snow were weekend guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ellston Ellis at Sandypoint.

opened

BROOKS

*

Tha children in the parade were an inspiring sight ana the Red Cross, in view
of the conditions in which we are living,
had especial significance. Our thanks to
one and all who helped to make the day
a real Memorial Day.
L. C. PUTNAM, Adjt.

,

^

1

Palm Beach

The Bangor city government hat startThe Hospital Club will meet with Mrs.
the safe and sane Fourth of July for
ed
June
L. A. Webber, Wednesday evening,
flatly refuaing to grant any li12th, when the election Of officers will 1918 by
fireworks of any kind.
censes to sell
take place.
Willard E. Page, who has been ill for
The Seniors in the High school were
unable io secure the rental of the Temple i some time with bloodpoisoning, has been
Heights Inn, as the management do not 1I adjudged insane pnd taken to the Insane
intend to have the house opened this Hospital in Bangor for treatment.

Newport—there’s a certain
type of woman you just know
wears

or

season.

All members of Emma White Barker
Tent, D. of V., are asked to remember
the meeting of the Service Star piazza
party at 56 Cedar street this, Thursday,

Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of
the G. A. R., will observe Flag Day next
Tuesday when all members are requested
to come prepared to take part.
The
comrades are invited to be present.

quality

i
1
2
2
9

does—every-

5

La France Shoes. No

afternoon.

Children’s night will be observed tomorrow, Friday, evening by Primrose
I chapter, O. E. S., with Mrs. Essie P.
The rare discrimination that
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. John R. Dun- ! Carle, Mrs. Lena E. Johnson, Mrs. Grace
makes the
and'
ton, for the months of July and August, G. Tuttle, Mrs. Georgia B. Parker, Mrs.
when he will occupy it with his family.
modish charm of her foot| Irene S. Hatch, Mrs. Abbie W. Rackliff,
C. Wells and Mrs. Vienna W.
wear an affidavit of
Mark Dolloif, the shipping clerk in Mrs. Isabel
committee in charge.
Stephenson,
j
Leonard and & Barrows shoe factory, has
^n.
evident in
The home of Jarvis Shibles of Knox
been seriously ill the past week with
I
she
pneumonia. Dr. F. C. Small, the attend- was the scene of a Jiappy family party
the following present:
ing physician, reported Wednesday after- last Thursday with
she wears.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Wentworth of Knox,
noon that the fever had turned and he was
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Wing, Mr. and
more comfortable.
Mrs. Myron Fowler of Albion, Mr. and
The McLellan school will give an enMrs. E. H. Foster of Knox, Mrs. Ernest
tertainment and lawn party on their
No. 602
m
Raven, Miss Belle Shibles, Harvey
school
June
12th,
grounds,
Wednesday,
Lima Kid
and family of Knox, Mr. and
at 4 p. m.
There will be a May-pole Shibles
K. MacNeil of Belfast.
Wm.
Mrs.
dance, drills, etc. Refreshments will be
K.,
Dr. W. L. West has succeeded I. T.
served. Admission, 10 cents.
If stormy
it will be the next day.
The net pro- Dinsmore, resigned, as chairman of the
The Woman’s Hospital Aid will meet ceeds will be -used for the Junior Red publicity committee of the Community
The News ot Belfast.
Chautauqua program to be given on
Friday at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Elmer Cross fund.
Small.
Frank J. Black, formerly foreman of School common in July. Dr. West has
NEW' ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mrs. S. L. Shute, Misses Anne
Morris L. Slugg was one of the three the shipping room of the local sardine appointed
State Board of plant, has succeeded Neil McFaul of Lu- M. Kittredge and Sue M. Partridge and
named
the
by
delegates
to
the
attention
Fred D. Jones calls
as assistants.
Belfast is
New Perfection oil stoves, which he car- Trade to represent Maine at the meeting bec, as supt. Work is held up on account Orrin J. Dickey
ries with one, two, three and four burners, of the War Economy Committee at Hotel I of the non-arrival of motors to be in-! fortunate in having some of the most
also ovens for the same.
Offers of fish were received able speakers in the country on this midAstor, New York, June 5th. Mr. Slugg stalled.
Head and Hills, druggists, have the
from East Belfast and Dark summer Chautauqua program.
Tuesday
was unable to attend as he was in charge
Jersey ice cream in brick or bulk, which
but in small amounts.
Kenney A. Burgess of Boston, only son
is noted for purity and quality and comes of the duties of the Registration draft at Harbor,
on that date.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess of
Stockton
in “Tripl-seal” packages.
Springs
J
Doris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Attention is called to advertisement
Belfast, who recently enlisted in the NaA contest of local bowling teams was I. Wilson, celebrated her 12th birthdays
signed by Wm. M. Pennell, representative
Reserve and for a short time was in
val
held last Friday evening at the De Lemos Saturday. The young guests were Adefor Maine Water Pow'er Companies.
the patrol service in Portland harbor, has
Isabel
laide
Doris
Collins,
Howard,
totals:
with
the
Co.
alley
following
N. E. Telephone and Telegraph
been commissioned Ensign and is now in
263
Coombs, Ruth Billings, Clara Hammons,
Smith
77 105 81
give announcement concerning informaBoston preparatory to taking up his
of
the
time
249
as
to
tion
day.
Stevens.... 75
90 80
Elena Shute, Katherine Ingalls, Wilda
studies at Annapolis U. S. Naval Acad277
Nickerson
93
91 93
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. tells
Savery and Julia Littlefield and her two
248
90
74 84
His mother left Monday for a few
Thayer
what you can save with the use of an
emy.
the
foralso
little nephews were
present,
336
French
.123 111 102
electric iron.
visit with him in Boston and will
days’
mer playing the piano for the children to
Mrs. M. L. Slugg, 23 Congress street,
be the guest of Mrs. Charles H. Cole.
Total.1373
ing and dance.
advertises for housemaid.
^

J)

need

to

look.

Rev. Adolph Rossbach of East Boston
has hired the Albert Carter house, now

quiet elegance

|

The Dinsmore Store

The municipal officers of the City of
Belfast will be in session June 10th at 8
p. m. in regard to sprinkling city streets.
The Dinsmore Store calls attention to
their La France shoes, which have a
modish charm belonging to a certain type
of women.
Thomas II. Marshall Post publish a card
of thanks.

J

Automobiles washed at Windsor House
stables.
K.

C.

political

1

[

ii

(

1

I

a

adv.

a

vrar

savings

oiamp

and help the government, and you will
receive $5.00 on Jan. 1st, 1923.
B O Norton has a few new Ford touring cars and trucks on hand for immediate delivery, also some secondhand Ford
cars and a 1912 Oakland car.

cially adapted for

summer

reading.

The Board of Registration wil 1 meet
Tuesday, June 11th, from 9 a. m. to 1 p.
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p m. except Friday
will close at 5. Charles O’Connell, chairin.,

man.

Arthur E. Rondeau of Auburn was in
Belfast the past week to attend to shipping apples at the Saco Valley Canning
Company’s local plant, of which he is
the manager.
The McLellau school organized Wednesday for Junior Red Cross work with Mrs.

Neal, chairman,
Grace E. Walton, treasurer. Grade VI
was 100 per cent in membership.
and

Mildred C.

Miss

A Junior Red Cross Auxiliary has -been
organized in the Central Grammar school

....

96
82
92
87
88

274
268
288
254
264

Total.1353
Pinette and French will play a 15 string
contest in the near future
An alarm rung in from box 25 at 7.15 p.
m. Thursday called
the fire department
out for a blaze in a couch in the Chase
tenement in the rear of

the Methodist

It faces Spring street and is occupied by A. A. Stover, who lives alone.
Mr. Stover is janitor of the Methodist
church.

Mrs. Horace J. Morton has received
from her cousin, Lieut. Charles E. Washnow somewhere in
burn of Lewiston,
France, a beautiful souvenir from the
It is
Somme battlefield —a shell case.
fourteen inches long and 3 inches in diameter and one would scarcely recognize
the deadly missile in the handsome vase
that arrived here last Saturday. It has
A three inch
been carefully hammered.

highly polished brass border edged with a
conventional scroll extends
narrow
around the top and bottom, while the
centerband is rough with a small floral
ornamentation. Its base shows that it
Lieut.

the real article, as claimed.
Washburn writes that it is very diflicult
to obtain these and that they are highly
prized even in France. The shells are
was

used in the famous 75 m-m en batterie.
Lieut. Washburn was for fifteen years a
member of the 9th Company M. C. A.

100 per cent membership. Miss
Grace A. Lord is chairman and Mr. Z. D.
Hartshorn, treasurer. They gave $10 to

and is

the Red Cross drive.

tober to Miss Helen Quinlan of Augusta
and left this country the last of March.
In a personal note Lieut. Washburn says

wiih

j

....

91
100
98
86
91

a

At the meeting Monday afternoon of the
board of managers of the Girls’ Home it
was voted to instruct the real estate com-

with the American Expeditionary Forces with Battery F., 54 Artillery C. A. C. He was married last Ocnow

the farm.

that in “sunny France” he has seen more
rain,mud, etc., than in any other country

Mrs. Wm. B. Swan will donate blackberry
plants,and if any one has other plants to

he ever visited. He was delighted with
the land of thistles and shipbuilding and

mittee to plant small fruit

spare

they will confer

a

on

favor by notifying

very

much

interested in England, par-

ticularly Winchester, where the U. S.
boys enjoyed visiting the scenes they
planting and care of small lots prepared learned of in their school days. Aside
for their use. They are to have the choice from bad colds, which all the boys have
of what they will raise. The board als o on account of the damp weather, he is
discussed the matter of discontinuing the feeling fine and glad to do his part in the
world war.
publishing of the Girls’ Home paper.
The chilany member of the committee.
dren are to be taught gardening in the

j

r
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New Perfection
Oil Stoves
One, two,
Also
The

three and four burners.
for the same.

ovens

New Perfection

is THE

Successful Oil Stove.
For sale in Belfast

by

FRED D. JONES
_r

_

__

Mr.

x

ican Rei Cross of Boston has issued to
the press of New England an earnest ap-

Mrs.

and

Northport received
from their

son

Dickey

Charles O.

Walter

Dickey,

now

The baccaleaurate sermon will be given
next Sunday by Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne at the Congregational Church.
The class will attend in a body and all
The
interested are invited to attend.

graduation will take place at the Colonial
Theatre, Thursday evening, June 13th.
It is one of the largest classes to leave the
The hall will be
school—33 members.
decorated with the Senior colors, green
and white, under the direction of the
Junior class. The salutatory—The Duties
of an American Citizen—will be given

by Evan F. Wilson, and the valedictory
—Our High School Service tp Our Country—by Kenneth G. Merriam. The class

BUY NOW,
will be

the indications go to show that Ford Cars
off the market in a short time.

practically

HI

tilt

Ulan,

ouu

uwv

»»

B. 0.

_^

car

today,

hare

will reach

j

Where PURITY and

Cl

Brier, Ernestine Webber,
Hammons, and Mr.

rick’s concert.
known

essential—

-v.l 1 b

a

Mrs. Phoebe

Jersey Ice Cream
(Brick

Walter T.

Hawthorne

is served and preferred. Back of this widespread
demand for JERSEY is Purity without a peer.
The model JERSEY Ice Cream Plant—the choice
materials used—the hygienic processes employed—
the “Tripl-Seal” packaging of JERSEY BRICKS—
the sanitary shipping of JERSEY CREAM in bulk
—all combine to make JERSEY ICE CREAM

able

the

have

are on

the

purest and best.

"Look for the Tripl-Seal”
Cream Co., Lawrence, Mags.
For Sale By
~

READ & HILLS,

!

been

a

well-

secured.

sale at City Drug Store.

S

■■

11
]

is

y

The

Popular

ANNA LITTLE

IN

"Broadway

committee,

Intimate

future, as Mr. Hawthorne has been
doing the greater part of the work alone,
in consultation with the executive committee. Mrs. Husband is an interesting
speaker and she made the needs of this
department more clearly understood than

Broadway

IN

IN

Bill"

Glimpses

VIVIAN MARTIN

AND

Harold Lockwood

"UNCLAIMED GOODS"

of

A Western

and The Maine

Produced

One of The Greatest

Woods

Science Helps Them Out After Recklessly
Abusing the Stomach.

The most reckless man in regard to
health is the busy business man. At noon
he rushes out for a bite to eat. He bolts
his food without proper mastication, and
heaps on his stomach an extra burden
greater than it is able to carry without
C. Chapman of Bethel, Mrs- Evelyn C breaking down.
His overworked stomach is crying for
Frost. The Regent, Miss Emeroy Ginn,
to him for relief in variappointed the following committees to help, it appeals
ous ways: Expulsion of sour gas, waterserve during the ensuing year: historic
brash, sour taste in mouth, heaviness
spots, Mrs. E. C. Frost and Mrs. E. F. afteT eating, shortness of breath, bad
Stevens; year book, Mrs. Clara H. Seek- breath, etc.
One Mi-o-na tablet taken with or after
ins, Mrs. Cora J. Bowker, Miss Amy E. each meal will help any sufferer from
Stoddard; patriotic education, Miss Flor- dyspepsia wonderfully. It aids the stomence M. Kimball and Mrs. Etta P. Savery; ach in the work of digestion which it
perform.
membership, Miss Mildred E. Mitchell, must
Mf-o-na tablets are sold by A. A. Howes
Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson, Mrs. Ida W. Ma- &~Co. with a rigid guarantee to overcome
honey; conservation, Mrs. Etta G. Sim- dyspepsia and all stomach troubles, or

make eating a pleasure.
mons; magazine, Miss Lucy A. Cochran; money back. They
Mi-o-na cleanses and purifies the stomStevens.
Mrs.
E.
revolutionary relics,
f.
ach and bowels and puts vigor and strength
This was the last meeting of the season into the overworked tissues. It is the
and one of the most enjoyable in the surest stomach tonic in the world.
Sold by leading druggists everywhere.
chapter’s history of pleasant events.

Drama

Comedy

by

Paramount

Detective Stories ot

and from the Well Known

Recent Months

Novel

MR- AND MBS. SIDNEY DREW

before.

BUSY BUSINESS MEN.

A Al

II
n

“°nday

Pauline Frederick

““defense-

g

IaI

0

Play that will burn its way into your consciousness
and stay there for many a day.
| TUESDAY | A Thousand Sobs

MAETERLINCK’S

n

|

BLUIBIRD”

“THE

A MIGHTY 8PECTACLE OF HAPPINESS!
A Photodrama that Will Put New
that Lift s Dark

1

"

Al A

|

A Powerful Emotional

A Thousand Smiles I

^

Oi

Dainty Charming

WALLACE REID

Favorite

1
U

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

near

ever

unquestionably

The JERSEY DEALER considers parity and quality
first. He pays more for JERSEY in order to sell
you the best cream.

AND EVENING

and it is probthat it will be re-organized in the
on

and

Bulk)

0 C°LONIAL/THEATRF
MATINEE
I ^^OMFORTABLE

chairman of the Belfast committee. The
assistance of a lawyer and a doctor ia
needed

Charles

or

John Parker.

The services of

orchestra

Tickets

men

Rev.

Count

In addition there will be numbers by the
children of St. Francis Parish who, it
will be remembered, delighted the large
audience present at the recent St. Pat-

to

here.

QUALITY

In leading Confectioneries, Drug Stores and Parlors; at the better Fountains, Hotels and Cafes;
and in every Home where Purity and Quality are

The regular meeting of the Belfast Boy
Scouts was held on Monday instead of

Ross

serious consideration, and the majority
of the work will be in rehabilitating the
in industrial life, so it behooves us
keep a long lookout ahead for that
phase. The families outside should also
keep in touch with the Home Service

i

m mmxsmsm

Loring of Cambridge, Mass., has been engaged as housekeeper with Miss Georgia
Davis i n charge of the dining room. Willie
Clark of White Plains, N. Y., an experienced golf player, will be instructor during the season. The course is in fine
condition. The formal opening of the
club will be July 4th.

soldiers while they are away, and to assist them in any way possible. She stated

Cross is going to develop into its greatest
work after the war is over, for then the
de-mobilization of the troops will be a

jgj

1

1|

BELFAST,.MAINE.

The Northport Country
opened the middle of June.

>•**

the school. Friday,
leave for a few days’

s
if

s

NORTON,

a shoe factory for 70 years,
having begun when he was 14.

to the insurance that the Government
holds out for them. She urged also the
keeping in touch with the families of the

need it were their* men at home. She
also stated that this section of the Red

I

i

Tuesday evening, on account of the entertainment at the Methodist church.
There was a good attendance and the folJudicial
of
the
tember term
Supreme
lowing boys were elected to membership:
Court, was taken to Bangor Saturday for Armand Smith, Donald Horne, Eugene
observation at the Eastern Maine General
The followSholes and Herbert Rogers.
His family have expressed
Hospital.
ing Scouts were appointed on the enterthe opinion that he was insane and that
tainment committee for the next meet- !
they feared him. Later Sheriff Cushman ing: Keene, Cook, Orchard, Canning,
began to doubt his sanity and after con- Tuttle, Read and Snow. The treasurer
sulting with other officers it was thought
reported the amount of $17.75 in the
advisable to take this course. His stoical
treasury. The Scouts have tendered their
appearance at the trial in the Municipal services to the Red Cross
Society and in
Court led several to express the opinion
all public gatherings stand ready to aid
that he was insane.
in the work throughout the city. Scout
Mrs. R. W. Husband, who has been or- Walter Whitehead has gone to Winthrop,
ganizing Home Service work in New where he has joined the Junior VolunHampshire under the auspices of the teers.
American Red Cross, spoke in this city
Arrangements are now complete for
Friday afternoon in Memorial Hall, a the approaching reunion and fair of St,
large audience being present. She ex- Francis parish to be held in the Opera
plained the idea and the necessity of House Monday evening, June 17th, at 8
j
getting together a strong committee to o’clock. An excellent entertainment and j
carry on the work of the Home Service social is to be given. Many of the local i
of the Red Cross, and especially the need musical celebrities have volunteered their
i
of now getting in touch with the men services
including Miss Katherine E. :
W UU

a

gf

as

worked in

Roy L. Pease, for the past few weeks
held in the Waldo County jail to await
the action of the Grand Jury at the Sep-

The Seniors nave presented too 10 me
Red Cross fund and will also make a

camping party at Swan Lake, chaperoned
by several teachers. At this gathering
the minor class parts will be read.
About fifteen members of John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., motored Monday
evening to East Northport where they
were delightfully entertained by Mrs,
Pearl K. Hills, assisted by Miss Alice E.
Simmons. A delicious and varied menu
was served at the six o’clock picnic supper. After a stroll about the grounds and
nearby cottages the musical program of
the evening was opened by chorus singing of America under the direction of
Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost who also had charge
of the other numbers. A most entertaining and original paper on Maine’s Musicians was read by Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
While the world famous names of Nordica,
Eames and Carey comprised the larger
part of the story, brief mention was
made of the authors of the four solos
sung as follows: Sing Me to Rest, dedicated to Mrs. E. S. Pitcher by its author,
A. C. Knight of Belfast, Miss Isabel Ginn;
A Dream by J. C. Bartlett of Bangor,
Mrs. Hazel S. Bov ker; Good Bye Sweet
Day, by Kate Vannah of Gardiner, Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher; I’m Singing for You, by W.

ftp

Thomas Rice, w’.ia has baan warkia j in ;
the shoe factory here for many years,
will leave soon for Detroit, Mich., where
he will make his home. Mr. Rice has

in the

ode has been written by Willprd Jennys.

graduation gift to
14th, they will

2

ALL PRICED LOW.

advertising
Thursday.

of

that this assistance is by no means charity, but simply the duty of the country
in caring for its soldiers’ families who
need it, and who would not otherwise

June

used

a

Walter L. Miia’t ciruui is baakai to
be in Belfast Jaia 21th on th; Hirrimin
grounds on Lincolnville avenue. The

telegram Sunday

a

a

some

1

peal for assistance in registering 1,000 Naval Training School at Newport, R. I.,
trained nurses by the middle of June. saying that he had been commisioned as
Before the year closes 24,000 additional Ensign. He but recently passed the exThe communi- amination as chief electrician, and his
nurses must be enrolled.
cation says that “every person who to- many friends in Northport and in Belfast
day employs a trained nurse when not congratulate him on the honor received.
absolutely needed deprives our soldiers at He enlisted in Boston in the Naval Rethe front of imperatively needed care serve before this country entered the
and is therefore giving aid to the enemy.” war and served first on the Kearsarge.
An enjoyable sociable was held last Later he was transferred to Newport.

_

We are printing this week a list of new
books of liction in the Belfast Free Library, which has been compiled as espe-

1

....

....

87
86
98
81
90

Tuesday evening at the Baptist church
A
for the benefit of the Sunday school.
church and had just locked his home to
large audience was present and some of
ring the church bell. It is supposed the the young people were in masquerade
couch caught fire from the stove near it. costume. The following program was
V^niei O. O.
oilUlc, ical mg mi. UIUYC1
given: Piano solo; America, audience;
was in the house ill, as he had been re- The Girl Who
See notice of Board of Registration.
Telephones, Mildred Trask;
rear door, and
The telephone number of Sam Freed- cently, broke open the
Lullaby, Georgia Knight and Virginia
man has been changed to 229-4.
finding the burning couch attempted to Dutch with Leah Colson at piano; The
Mrs. L. C. Ross advertises the fish din- put it out of the door. It got wedged in Smack in
School, Adelaide Howard; tabners now being served at The Waquoit,
the door and made him a prisoner in the
leau, Mrs. Rich’s class; Paul Revere’s
Northport.
He crawled on
room filled with smoke.
Ride, Winifred Welch; Juanita, Buelah
Owing to a large amount of advertis- his hands and knees until he found a Young; Question Box, Louise Webber;
ing, we are obliged to defer some of our chair with which he broke out a window Coming Thro’ the Rye, Virginia Dutch;
county correspondence to the next issue. and made his escape. The other firemen conundrums, George Robinson; Send Me
in the room alone.
E G. Schurig of the U. S. Treasury de- did not realize he was
Away with a Smile, Beulah Young; reciwere burned and
couch
The
coverings
Belfast
the
week
to
past
tation, Augusta Nickerson; Star Spangled
partment was in
there was slight injury to the door, winlook after repairs on the post office buildBanner, audience.
dow and paper near where it stood.
ing.
The b. H. S. Senior’s Program.
du>

e

Brooks, publishes

Holbrook,

....

and

*

11

....

Brown
Hatch
Norton
Stiles
Pinette

second hand Ford Cars
1912 Oakland Touring Car in first class condition,

We also have

E

...

at Colonial Theater for

We offer for immediate delivery a limited number of new Ford Touring Cars and a few light
Trucks.

a

....

See program
week.

II

FORD CARS

|

genuineness—is

everything
thing

I

WEDNESDAY I

Thoughts

Courage

into America’s Heart.

into Sunshine.

|p

The Sort of

The Most Beautiful of all

a

Play

Plays.

WILLIAM HART in “THE BARGAIN"

ARE YOU ON

OUR^MAILING

LIST?

||

Mr. Hoover’s

CUTWORMS.

mis WEAK,
HERVOHS MOTHER
«

Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.
We seldom see the cutworm for he feeds

only at night and buries himself in the
alground as soon as daylight appears
boards
under
crawls
he
sometimes
though
If you should dig for him
or rubbish.
around the base »f a ruined bean plant
tlay
you iwould find a smooth, naked,
colored curled up, worm-like caterpillar
about an inch long, This is the culprit.

Vegetable Compound
Restored Her Health.

Philadelphia. Pa.—“I was very weak,
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
sickly most of the
time.

I went to a

doctor and he said
I had nervous indigestion, which added to my weak
condition kep me
worrying most of
and he
the time
said if I could not
stop that, I could
I
not get well.
heard so muchabout
LydiaE. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound my husband wanted me to try it.
I took it for a week and felt a little better. I kept it up for three months, and
I feel fine and can eat anything now
without distress or nervousness. ’’—Mrs.
J. Worthline, 2842 North Taylor St.,
Philadelphia Pa.
The majority of mothers nowadays
overdo, there are so many demands
upon their time and strength; the result

well worth the

attention

mash.

of

arsenic, 1
Molasses, 1 qt."

White

burden oqually. Those engaged in physical labor need a larger bread ration than
those in sedentary occupations. Because

Water, to moisten.

emerges so that the birds do not eat the
dead cutworms.
Another method of cutworm control is
to dip freshly cut clover into arsenate of
lead mixture and then leave bunches of

on

Our army is even now a citizen army—
let us keep it so by universal military
training in the schools, from the primary
grade up to the great university. Only
in this way, by building up a vigorous
and powerful reserve force of trained
and competent men and women can we
safeguard the republican form of government which we have so toilsomely
achieved.

lies,

sugar

lb.

For use} where a general infestation
methods of defence.
exists in a 2 acre plot or more, scatter
the
We
are
in
is
Our isolation
gone.
over entire field:
midst of the irresistible world-stream of sparingly in small lumps
Bran (or substitute), 5o lbs,
National forces. Our armies are in EuWhen will they be recalled? No
Paris Green, 2 lbs, or Arsenate of lead,
rope.
*
one knows.
(powder) 3 lbs.
There is but one just, democratic methMolasses, 2 qts.
od of making war, and that is by univerpeople add to this poison mash
Many
sal draft wherein every citizen is called
and crushed pulp of some fruit
the
juice
his
powers.
upon to serve according to
There must be no shirking, no shifting of that happens to be handy such as grape
pain and sorrow to others. We must all fruit, apples, tomatoes, cantaloupes, etc.
do our share, and to do our share we must
which may have “just gone by” and it
have training—training not merely in
to be a
marching and shooting but m all the is considered by scientific people
manifold departments of modern military very good practice. This poison bait is
service. First of all we must be “fit.”
cheap, easily mixed and easily applied,
This training should start in the schools.
fact that it is a very old remedy
The
“setto
see
the
drill—the
1 should like
ting updrill,”in use on every playground. which was standard many years ago has
Girls as well as boys should be taught to given a sufficient test of its reliability.
stand erect, to walk strongly and grace- One of the best features of the poison is
fully and to move in unison. A mighty
that as soon as a worm has fed he crawls
force for regeneration lies in this drill.
As a nation we have been for twenty into the ground from which he never

Where all pay no one is impoverished.
Where all serve no one is exploited.
Where all are soldiers no stigma attaches
Already we
to the private’s uniform.
see a new regard for the man in khaki.
The men who have served in the trenches
are now coming back to us hallowed by
No one desetheir sacrifice and pain.
crates the flag these days.

years

with great economy. We must
emphasize the importance of canning and
preserving on a large scale among our
this summer and our available
people
water
sweetened
Then add enough of this
must be conserved for this purpose.
to the bran to make it just moist through- sugar
But the situation with regard to wheat
out. Place a teaspoonful at the base
is
the most serious in the food supply of
and
(not touching) of each plant affected
to satisfy
Where the Allied World. If we are
near the base of adjacent plants.
minimum wheat requirements of our
the
an
be
edge
to
along
the damage seems
armies and the Allies, and the suffering
bordering a piece of grass-land, put some
millions in the Allied countries, our conborder.
the
each
near
plant along
of wheat in the United States
Use the following quantities: For gar- sumption
until the next harvest must be reduced
tens of 1-2 acre or less use:
to approximately one-third of normal.
Bran (or substitute), 1 quart.
is inconceivable that we should fail in
It
1
White arsenic,
teaspoonful.
this crisis. For each of us who can conMolasses, 1 tablespoonful.
Water, to moisten.
tribute to the relief of human suffering
For 1 to 2 acre gardens use:
it is a privilege, not a sacrifice. All elet_/<anirAt Kpnr this
Bran (or substitute), 10 lbs.

j

Ienement me,
the down grade.
apartment hotel luxury, office and shop
work, poor food and foolish forms of
amusement have so sapped the vitality
of our young men that an appalling number of them fail to pass the tests of the
Examining Boards—and at the same time
our women present an even worse condition. Hobble-skirts, high-heeled shoes,
bad air, the use of tea and pastries and a
ball-room amusements and
craze for
movie theaters have made them a sad
procession in our city streets.
The high-heeled shoes which women
wear, and the machine-made pointed shoe
of the men of civil life are in themselves
destructive of easy, graceful and vigorous action.
They are of enormous significance in the problem of universal
training. Working girls who are on their
feet all day endure these torturing contrivances. Men who walk many miles
each day do so upon sick, distorted feet.
To correct these habits is one of the first
rules of military discipline.
Many of these weakening tendencies
can be sharply counteracted by training
in Ihe schools, by a drill which starts
with design to make the most of the student’s physical endownment and leads on
to the inculcation of habits of dress and
exercise which tend to build up and
maintain an efficient body.
We can not all be soldiers in this line.
We can not all fly in the battle plane, but
we can at least all walk like soldiers and
be ready and able to serve in some capacity in our country’s cause.
Training of this sort because it is universal and democratic will not breed a
tyranny, We need have no fear of militarism
We shall all remain citizen solfliers. The spirit of such training should
be with us as it is in Switzerland, defensive and not aggressive, patriotic and
friendly not tyrannical.

!

daily employment o^
home baking
w^men
facilities, many households in large urbar
centers require a food ration already prepared such as the bakers’ standard Vicand the lack of

tory bread loaf.

1

i

!1

Loan.

The Third Liberty Loan yielded $4,170,to by about 17,000,000
buyers. Secretary MeAdoo congratulates
the country on the result, which he says
is “irrefutable evidence of the strength,
patriotism, and determination of the
American people.” The loan is larger and
the number of subscribers much greater
than any previous loan of this country,
and every bond buyer bought with the
full knowledge that he would be allotted
the full amount of his subscription. The
great subscription was made despite the
fact that the country has been called upon to pay since the preceding loan income
and excesg-profit .taxes approximating
$3,000,000,000. The loan and these taxes
will make a total of about $7,000,000,000
turned into the Treasury of the United
States since the second loan, including
month of June. Yet every district oversubscribed its quota, the Minneapolis dis-

019,650, subscribed

an

must

imperative that all those whose circumstances peimit, shall alstain frem wheat
and wheat products in any form until
It is realized and
the next harvest.
that
many organizaappreciated
deeply
tions apd sen e communities have already

j

agreed to follow this plan.

over-subscription of

Maine

Forest lands.

Forrest H. Colby, the State land agent
and forest commissioner, has stated that

j

]

THEIR PARENTS DO NOT KNOW IT.

Symptoms of worms in children
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly
with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel, pale
face of leaden tint, eyes
heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose,
MiartBiiM itching of the rectum, short
dry cough, grinding of the teeth, little
red points sticking out on tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever. Grown folks
are subject to worms also.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir,
the Famiy Laxative and Worm Expeller.
Good for adults also. Mrs. Curtis of
Houston, Texas, believes this and writes
that she will be glad to tell her friends of
the benefits she has received. Get a bottle today at your dealers. 40c, 60c and
are:

£sour

DR. J. F. TRUE 4 CO
Ask srs, kalis.

the election.
deaths during the year.

Launching

A brisk, lively step
is what charms more than a lovely skin,
but your high heels have caused corns
and you limp a little. That’s bad, girls,
and you know it. Corns destroy beauty
and grace, besides corns are very ease to

Watch your step!

romove.

Rid your feet of every corn by asking
at any drug store for a quarter of an ounce
of freezone. This will cost little but is
sufficient to Temove every hard or soft
corn or callus from one’s feet.
A few drops applied directly upon a
tender, touchy corn relieves the soreness
and soon the entire corn, root and all,
lifts right out without pain.
This freezone is a gummy substance
which dries instantly and simply shrivel*
or even
up the corn without inflaming

irritating the surrounding skin.
Women must keep in mind that cornless feet create a youthful step which enhances her attractiveness.

Children Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

a

Day.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

WILSON Pi OCTOR of Searsmont, a brother
apd heir of Sarah Richards, late of Searsmont,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented p petition praying that Augustus N.
Jewett of Searsmont, or some other suitable
person, be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published th?ee weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the llth day of June, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon,and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be

granted.

*

IU

EPHRAIM BRAG DON, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directB.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately,
GEORGE W. BRAGDON,
Thorndike, Me., May 14, 1918
subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testa*

ment of

JOHN H. YORK, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the 6ame for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
LIZZIE K. YORK.
Monroe. Me., May 14, 1918.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

iuubic vjuui

for the

EXECUTOR'S
The subscriber
NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed executor of the last will1 and testament of

P

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

m a

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

May, A.

uciu

County

of
D. 1918.

at

Waldo,

———

uciiaov(

on

the

14th day of

CHARLES F. MARDEN of New Boston, in
County of Hillsborough and State of New
Hampshire, administrator in the State of New
Hampshire of the estate of Elias M. Dickey,
late of said New Boston, deceased, having presented a petition praying that he may be licensed to collect and receive the amount due said
estate on mortgage of real estate in said
County of Waldo, and account for the protbe

ceeds in the State of New Hampshire and to
said mortgage on payment of the

discharge
same.

said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newsthat
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
on
the
for
said
at Belfast, within and
County,
11th day of June, A. D. 1918, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

Ordered, That

A true copy.

the

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

;EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testa-

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1918. Olive S.
Wellington, one of the executors of Charles
B. Wellington, late of Unity, in said County,
deceased, having presented her resignation as

ment of

executor.

ELIZABETH BROWNE BRACKETT,
late of Belfast,
of W’aldo, deceased. All persons
demands against the estate of said dedesired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
MARGARET A. DUNTON.

having

County
are

Belfast, Me., May 14, 1918
The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been

duly appointed

administrator of

the estate of

LIZZIE A. BASSICK. late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

FRANK E. PEIRCE.
Belfast, Me., May 14, 1918.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
NATHANIEL E. WIGG1N, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bends &6 the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested lomake
payment immediately.
JULIETT A. WIGGIN.
Belfast, Me May 14, 1918.
The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
estate of
of
the
administrator
duly appointed

lLEROY MARR1NER. late of Belmont,
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

in

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate cf said deceased
are desired to presenttbe eame for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
ALBERT L. MARRINER.
Searemont, Me., May 14, 1918.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
hereby

pointed

The subscriber
gives notice that he has been duly apexecutor of the lest will and testa-

ment of

HANNAH A. HAMMATT, late of Frankfort,
the County of Waldo, deceased. All perhaving demands against the estate of
“aid deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
to make payment immediately.
reaueEted
q
ROBERT T. TYLER,
Frankfort, Me., May 14, 1918.
sn

cns

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subbeen
fccriber hereby gives notice that he has
the estate of
duly appointed administrator of
ELLEN T. DWYER, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persofis having
demands against the estate of said deceased
settlement
are desired to present the same for
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
authorized
to
agent
my
immediately
payment
Me.
George
8 G. Hay, Cape Elizabeth,
GEORGE R, BLINN.
Bedford, Mass,, May 14,1918,

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator, ofD,

The subhe has been
B, N., with

will annexed, of the estate
JOSEPH WALLNUTT. late of Searsport,
and given
in the county of Waldo, deceaeed,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
said
of
deceased,
estate
demands against the
same for settlea-e desired to present the
are
requested
ment. and all indebted thereto
to my authorizto make payment immediately
cd agent. Clifton S.

the

W“bbej, B^aBUM.^

Beverly, Mass., May 14,1918,

subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE, The
bui been
scriber hereby gives notice that.be estate oi
ol the
duly appointed administrator
ANN E. WEBB, lxta of Swanville,
and given
in the County of Watdo, deceased,
bonds aa the law directs. All peraone having
deceased
of
said
demar ds against the estate
aame for settleare deaired to preeent the
ment, aad all indebted thereto ere requested
to make peyment
H WEBB.
Swanville, Me., May 14,1818.
subADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The been
baa
scriber hereby gives notice that she
of
estate
tbs
duly appointed administratrix of
FREEMAN M. SNOW, lets of Frankfort,
in tbs County of Woldo. deceased, and given
bonds as the low directs. AH
demands against tho eetete ox sold deceases
for settlement
are desired to present tbesnme
mek«
and all indebted thereto

ore

payment immediately,

Frankfort, Me., May 14,

reqneeted to

£ ^

The Kind You Have

Bought
Always
of

^ Bears the Signature

and
.within
on the

not be allowed.

in the

i

At a Probate C >urt ntiu
Uelfast,
for'the County of Waldo, in vacation,
20th day of May, A, D. 1918.

In Court of Probate, held at

The

Three

Infants and Children.

hours.___________

Notices.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.

new

As much dead weight ship tonnage has
been launched from the shipyards of th<
United States in the last three weeks ir
May as was sunk by German submarines
during the entire month of April. The
men engaged in shipbuilding mean business and ships are slipping off the ways
at the rate of three a day for each 24

ministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the lltb day of June next, and show < ause,
if any they have, why the said account should
A true copy.

were

for

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and. has been made under his
personal supervision for over 80 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Jnst-as-good ** are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

There were 28

following

he

annually harvesting
: natural result of
The American who buys a Liberty Bond
about 10 times the amount of timber we
ind forthwith sells it has performed only
regrow on our forest lands will be to
talf a service for his country. To buy duce ourselves in the future to a state of
immediately
them
sell
ionds and then
complete timber exhaustion,
lends to make the war burden of the
as it
of
lighter,
instead
heavier
;ountry
lecreases the market value of the bonds. GIRL! ITS YOUR
Liberty Bonds 'are the safest and soundest
STEP THAT ATTRACTS!
and one of the best investments in the
world. To sell them unless imperatively
not
good Says women pay tco much heed to their
required is not good business, is
Americanism._
face instead of their corns.

tion.

WALDO SS.

membership
21,726
chapters. Memorial services

Belfast, on the 14th day of Ma£, 1918, Sidney
C. Thompson and Annie T. Thompson, administrators of the estate of William A. Thompson, late of Quincy, Mass., deceased, having
presented their first and final account of ad-

ceased

near

firther tetoratf

Probate

Herbert Hoover.

Thousands of Children
Have Worms

172 per cent

we

constantly safeguard the special requirements of children and invalids.
To meet the situation abroad and to
is
prevent serious suffering at heme, it

~

i

In Use For Over 30 Years

trict leading with

Furthermore,

estimated that the present area of
for-st land in Maine amounts to about
15,CC0,CC0 acres, of which about 15 per
cent of that type is of land called woodlots. Although a great number of indidry
vidual owners are represented in this
appetite of the cutworm. Care should
large area, it is surprising to note what a
always be taken to keep poultry away large percentage of it is gathered into a
i few’ holdings by individuals and corporafrom areas thus treated.
tions. Roughly stated there are 18 holdChas. D. Woods, Director.
ings of over 100,000 acres each, 10 holdings of over 200,000acres each, two holdBRIEF CLIPPINGS.
ings of over 500,000 acres each and one
holding of over 1,000,000 acres.
“On so great an area, with so great a
A German Secret Out.
of growth,’’ said Commissioner
diversity
Gera
Writing to the Lokal-Anzeiger,
“it is not possible to make any
Colby,
transAmerican
man captain says “more
of
very accurate figures on the amount
ports would be sunk by U-boats if the merchantable timber of various kinds
matter were not so hazardous.” Preciseafnow available in Maine; nevertheless,
ly—as the timid hunter remarked, “I ter a careful study of conditions on our
would have gotten those cubs if it had
an
apseveral watersheds one may get
not been for the she-bear.”—San Franproximate idea of our present timber supcisco Chronicle.
merchantable
ply. My estimate of the
timber in the State of Maine at the present time w’ould be as follows: Spruce,
When in Doubt, go Slow.
six inches in diameter and over, includafter
been
having
The Prince of Wales,
ing a small percentage of fir, 25,000,000,the
since
almost
beginning
at the front
000 feet; pine, 6,000,000,000 feet; cedar,
of the war, has been promoted to be a 3,000,000,000; hemlock, 1,000,000,GOO feet.
more cauthese
do
things
They
major.
“There are many millions of feet of
tiously in the British than in the German the common hardwoods—beech, yellow
Army, where the heir to the throne was birch and maple, but a large part of it is
appointed at once to high command and not marketable at present on account of
has been losing men and battles ever the lack of transportation facilities. Of
since.—Baltimore American.
white birch and poplar there is still a
considerable supply, wThich will be further increased by bodies of young growth
A German Confession.
following old burns and rapidly approachj
to
tell
are
beginning
If the Germans
mg mummy*
winter
of
war
another
that
heir people
“During the last 10 years the annual
another
confesis
that
only
s inevitable,
cut of timber in Maine probably has
ion that the great drive is a failure.— averaged close to a billion feet each year.
luflalo Express.
I wish I could state that a billion feet of
timber has grown each year to offset the
billion cut off. But I regret to say that
Those Wasted Years
during that period it is not probable that
over
for
forty
which
As a country
the annual grow’th in our timberlands has
and I
■ears has been preparing and drilling
added to our resources even one onewhile
this
for
munitions
war,
liling up
tenth of the amount cut off.
he other fellows were asleep, Germany
“This situation is brought about not on
oust feel a bit dissatisfied with herself. account of any lack of ability to grow
-Milwaukee Sentinel.
timber on the part of our lands, but rather because we are not, by our methods,
Hold Your Liberty Bonds.
i encouraging growth and re-production of
The
our valuable soft wood species.

For Infants and Children

Liberty

the constant

of

the base of the plants.
Both of these remedies should be applied in the evening so that the sun will
them out too much to suit the
not

clover

CASTORIA

The Third

necessities for shipment abroad are very
great. Whereas the Allied consumption
has been reduced to an average of about

of age.
In the case of sugar, we are embarrassed by the necessity of using ships for
carrying our soldier and feeding the Aland in consequence we must use

In

dlings,

pvery father, mother and boy in the
country:
The world we knew in 1!>H has passed
Germany has taught us the folly
away.
and the danger of being unprepared.
There can be no security in our national
life except as we insure it by our own

years

53 Maisonneuve St., Hull.
“In my opinion, no other medicine
is so good as ‘Fruit-a-tives’ for
Indigestion and Constipation.
For years, I suffered with these
dreaded diseases, trying all kinds of
treatments until I was told I was
incurable.
One day a friend told me to try
‘Fruit-a-tives’
(or Fruit Liver
Tablets). To my surprise, I found
this medicine gave immediate relief,
and in & short time I was all right
DONAT LALONDE
again”.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

summer even-

a

Falls;

Ward well, Penobscot; associate pat

ron, Elwood Jones, Winthrop; secretary
Annette H. Hooper, Biddeford; treasurer
Mrs. Emma V. Bodge, Augusta; conduct
as
ress, Mrs. Emma B. Howe, Rum ford;
sociate conductress, Mabel DeShon, Fort'
land.
The secretary reported a tota
and 175 active
of

Prevented by “FnHt-a-tives"
The Wonderful Fruit Medicine

In the case of meat and meat products the

I

At the 26th annual session held las
week in Portland, the following weri
elected officers of the Grand Chapter
Grand Matron, Mrs. Josie E. Mathews
Ingalls
Pittsfield; Grand Patron, OscarMrs.
Del
Lisbon
associate matron,
va

1 1-4 pounds per person per week, we are
today enjoying an average of about 3 1-4

similar material is almost as good. Mix
the white arsenic and the bran material
while dry and put the molasses into a
to dissolve.
cup or a bucket of water

Hamlin Garland of The Vigilantesgets
right to the bottom of the military tain-r
ing question in the following aricle.t
is

j

the old fashioned formula wheat bran
used but any stock feed, midwas
meal, old oatmeal, oat bran, or

it did to Mrs. Worthline.

which

on

bran with which to make

—

—

spite of the fact that our exports of food
stuffs are constantly increasing end are
approaching the minimum requirements
abroad, the need for renewed devotion
and effort is pressing. While all of the
requirements of the Fflod Administration
should be constantly observed, there are
certain matters which 1 desire to stress
at this time.

|

OFFICERS OF THE EASTERN STAR

I UIFfllEff

pounds per person per week. This division
is inequitable. An understanding of these
ings.
facts will justify our request that the
Control Cutworms with a poison, bait.
of all meats, including poulThis is very easily made up of white consumption
as nearly as possible be reduced to 2
arsenic (can be bought at any durg store) try,
over four
as pounds per week per person
some molasses and something such
hover about the lamps

weakened, run-down,
invariably
nervous condition with headaches, backache, irritability and depression and
soon more serious ailments develop.
It is at such periods in life that Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will
restore a normal healthy condition, as

Military Training

j

on him!
Cutworms are the Caterpillar stage of
the very common “Miller” moths which

a

Universal

j

Step

—

is

Our work is not yet complete. In spite
of the encouraging results of our efforts, in

Numerous inquiries concerning the
ravages of cutworms on beans, corn,
lettuce, cabbage and other garden vegetables are received each year by the

Tells How Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Message.

Ordered, that notice tbereoi be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Couna
ty, that all persons interested may attend at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the
11th day of June next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1918. ThadI.Huxford.executorJof the will'of Margaret
M, Huxford, late of Brooks, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for

deus

allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
and show
of
June next,
the 11th day
C’use, if any they have, why tbe said account
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:

A true copy.

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of May, 1918. C.
Edward Britto, guardian of the estate of Arthur W. Moore of Stockton Springs, in said
County, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Couna
ty, that all persons interested may attend ai
Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
if any
show
and
cause,
of
June
next,
day
they have, why the said account should not be
BOWDEN, Judge.
allowed.

I^jLERY
Wttest:

A true copy.

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witmn ana
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May, A- D 1918.

said

ARTHUR I. BROWN of Belfast,
County, baying presented a petition praying
that he, Arthur I. Brown, or soma other suitable person, be appointed administrator of the
estate of Harriet L. Brown, late of Belfast.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
at a
published in Belfast, that they may appear
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 11th |day of June
A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before noon'
and Bhow cause, if ary they have, why the
not be granted
prayer of said petitioner should
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
in

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

within and
At a Probate i,ourt neld at Belfast,
of
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 14tb day
D.
May, A.

19‘l8.

NORA E. WOOD of Searsmont, in Baid Coun-

that

ty having presented a petition praying
in the County
Joseph D. Higgins of Liberty,
he
of Waldo, or some other suitable person,
of George
estate
the
of
appointed administrator
Wood, late of Searsmont.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succesa
sively in The Republican Journal, newspaper
that they
published at Belfast, in said county,
to be held at

to

may appear at a Probate Court,
the
Belfast, within and for said County, on
11th day of /June, A. D. 1918, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be

granted.

A true copy.

_„

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
AtteBi:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ard
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of

May. A. D. 1918.
ADA V. WILEY of Belfast, in said County,
having presented a petition praying that Bertha A. Wiley of Belfast, or some other suitable person, be appointed administrator without bond, of the estate of said Frank E, Wiley,
late of Belfast.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persona Interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks auccessively in The Republican Journal, a nswspapei
published at Belfast, in aaid County, that they
to be held al
may appear at a Probate Court,
Relfaat. within and for said County, on tbs
nth day of June, A. D. 1918, at ten of theelock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
petitioner should not
the prays1 ot

why

be

granted.

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Johnson, Regia tar.

In Use For Over

At

a

Probate

At a Probate Court new at Belfast, within and
frr the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May. A. D. 1918;

Court held at Belfast, within and

for the County of Waldo, |on the second
Tuesday of May, A. D, 1918
A certain instrument, purporting to be the

last will and testament of Elizabeth S. Mathews, late of Lincolnville in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presente for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
Martha M. Hall, the executrix named therein
without surety on bond, as executrix as pro-

FRANK W. LOUGEE of Plymouth, State of
New Hampshire, having presented a petition
praying that James P. Nichols of Searsport, in
the County of Waldo, or some other suitable
j
person, be appointed administrator of the
estate of Lucy H. Howe, late of Searsport.
Ordered, that the Baid petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
11th day oi June, A D. 1918. at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.

vided in said will.

Ordered, that notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively, in The

Republican Journal,

a

newspaper

pub'ished

at

Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within an! for
said County, on the second Tuesday of June
-next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they nave, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

GEORGE E, DODGE, administrator of the

fast, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause,if any they have,why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of Israel Woodbury,
late of Morrill, in said County of Waldo, deceased,having been presented for probate with
petition praying that said will be allowed and
that administration of said estate, with the
will annexed, be granted to John R. Dunton of
Belfast, in said County, the executor named
in said will having deceased.
nonce

ingly.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 11th day of June, A,
D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

lic

i

;

Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
1918. Oeorge
Belfast, on the 14th day of May,
of Myron
O Rich, administrator of the estate
in said County,
of
Winterport.
late
E. Rich,
and final
deceased, having presented his first
of said estate for
account of administration
allowance.
notice thereof be given, three
Jourweeks successively, in The Republican said
in Belfast, in
nal a newspaper published
atCounty, that all persons interested may
tend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
show
the 11th day of June next, and
on
the said account
cause, if any they have, why
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
A true c ipy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
that

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
1918. James
Belfast, on tbe 14th day of May,
of
E. Staples, adminietrator of tbe estate
in said
Emma A. Drake, late of Belfast,
first
his
County, deceased, having presented said esand final account of administration of
tate for allowance.
three
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
Journal,
weeks successively, in The Republican
in said
in
Belfast,
a newspaper published
attend
County, that all persons interested may
at Belfast, on
at a Probate Court, to be held
show
and
next,
June
of
tha 11th day
tha said account
cause, if any they have, why
should not be allowed-

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Attest:
has.

E. Johnson, Register.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order .to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and fir said County, on the 11th day of
June, A, 1), 1918, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted*
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judure.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
May, A. D. 1918.

a

Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson,

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

petition.

for the

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

granted.

HERBERT C. HADLEY, administrator of
the estate of Ida M. Hadley, late of Jackson,
in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that he may be
licensed to sell and convey at private sale certain real estate of said deceased situated in
Jackson, in said County, as described in said

Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
and for said County, on the second Tuesbeday of June next, at ten of the clock
fore noon, and show cause,if any they have.why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, E. Johnson. Register.

_

petition.

O'dered, lhat the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this cider to be published three weeks suecessively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 11th day of
June, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before
noon, and 6how cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May, A. D. 1918.

at a

granted,

sale certain real estate (f said

t

in

notice
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
a copy o.
to all persons interested by causing
sucthis order to be published three weeks
a newsce sively in The Republican Journal,
that
said
in
County,
at
Belfast,
paper published
to be held
they may appear at a Probate Court,
the
on
at Belfast, within and for said County,
of the
11th day of June, A. D, 1918. at ten
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
should
have, why the prayer of said petitioner

private

A true copy.

being so provided in said will..
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
County of Waldo, on the 14th day
of May. A. D, 1918.
of
ARTHUR W. HOWE of Intervale, State
New Hampshire, having presented a petition
praying that James P. Nichols ot Seareport,
suitin the County of Waldo, or some other
of the
able person, be appointed administrator
estate of Thomas R, Howe, late of Searsport.

or

scribed in said

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of May G. Mocre, late
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate, with
and
petition praying that 6aid will be allowed
that letters testamentary issue to Cora E. Rice,
the executrix named therein without bond, it

A true copy.

Probate may determine who are entitled to
said estate and their respective shares therein
and order the same to be distributed accord-

ward, situated in Belfast, in said County, de-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1918.

Ordered,

Dodge, late of Burnham,
Waldo, deceased, having
petition praying that the Judge of

ADD1E M. MERR1AM, guardian of Kenneth
G. Merriam of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, having presented a petition praying that
she may be licensed to sell and convey at pub-

oe

given 10 an persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican J >umal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before neon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed and petition granted
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register,
mat

true^copy.

a

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the C< unty of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May, A, D. 1918.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of May. A. D. 1918.

A

presented

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register,

not be

Johnson. Register.

estate of Aloi z> F.
in said County of

Ordered, That not ce be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Bel-

At

Attest:
Chas E.

At a Probate Court heid at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
May, A. D. 1918.

Johnson. Register.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Washington Nickless, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed I
and that letters testamentary issue to George
W. Nickless, the executor named therein.
1

uraerea,

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

A true copy.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1918

A true copy.

30 Years.

|

|

Belfast, within and
on the 14th day of

£>. l..
AiKi'MiLU, administrator oi me estate of Susan E. Ausplund, late of Searsport,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that he may be
licensed to sell and convey at private sale certain real estate of said deceased situated in
Searsport, in said County, as described in said

petition.
to

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
ail persons interested by causing a copy of

this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfaat. in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and forsbid County, on the 11th
day of June, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
1918. George
Belfast, on the 14th dby of May,
estate of Alonz,
E, Dodge, administrator of the
in
said
County, deF* Dodge, late of Burnham,
and final
ceased, having presented his second
said estate for
account of administration of
allowance.
three
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
Joursuccessively, in The Republican
m said
in
Belfast,
nal, a newspaper published
attend
County, that all persons interested may
on
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
show
and
next,
June
of
the 11th day
account
the said
cause, if any they have, why
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN .Judge.
weeks

_

A true copy.

11

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register

held at
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate,
1918. trank
Belfaat, on the Htb day of May,
of
estate
the
E. DowneB, adminiBtrator of
W interport, in said
Laura A. Dowoea. late of
first
his
County, deceased, having presented of said
and final account of administration
estate for allowance.
be given, three
Ordered, that notice thereof
Journal,
weeks successively, in The Republican in said
in Belfaat.
newspaper published
attend
County, that ell pertons interested mey
held at Belfast, on
et e Probate Court, to be
show cause,
the 11th day of Judo neat, and
account should
if any they have, why the said
not be allowed.

^

p| ,

A true copy.

pRV

Att«L

B0WDEN> judge.

Regi,ter_

>
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HUGE AUSTRALIAN HOWITZER IN ACTION IN FRANCE

0

More Power to
The ALLIES
Gasoline is one of war’s essentials.
Don’t waste it. Low grade gasoline is
waste.

SO-CO-NY Motor Gasoline is the
It

economy:

livering

conserves

There is

de-

by

power

power from ever)7

surest

single drop.

no waste.

SO-CO-NY reduces the operating cost
of your car by delivering more mileage
and more power per gallon.
Look for the Red, White and
SO-CO-NY Sign.
SO-CO-NY is clean;
starting; reliable. It

Blue

powerful; quick
saves

power.

Saving Power Here
Means Saving Power There

One in tile great Australian siege guns in action ••somewhere in France” under a ramoutlage screen that conThe size of the shell used in this howitzer can be seen, for it number of
coals the gun from the enemy airplanes.
The shells are rolled up from the side of the gun in a steady
shells are shown in this Australian official photograph.
stream to the breech.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

were

of Deeds for the week ending May 31,(1918:
Charles C. Staples, Beverly, Mass., to

STRAWS

k°lP PX
Belfast

Free

Fiction List

Margredel.

Library.

JanuaryMay,

Mitchell,

Drowsy.

1918.

Porter,

1917.

A1 8-6

1917

B232-8

Hippy-go-lucky.
knight

A

1917.

1913.

street.

B 252-8

1914.

B 396-4

Bind loss, Harold.
1917.

Carmen’s messenger
1914.

B 512-21

How could you, Jean?

1917.

1917.
(Charles W

|

B 725-4

C 451

The deserter.

1917.

The

Aline,

Train,

C 97

1895.

D 29-15

Dodge, Henry Irving.
Skinner’ baby. 1917^
Ferber, Edna.
Fanny herself. 1917.

...

...

How’s

D 66-3
F 37-4

1917.

H 81-8

1917.
creatures.

.......

K 62-21

Kyne, Peter B.
Webster—man’s
Laughlin, Clara E.

K 74

j
1917.

man.

K 99

The heart of her highness.
L 35-3

1917.’

Lee, Jennette.
The green jacket. 1917.

L 51-7

Lewis, Sinclair.
The innocents.
lovers.

A story for
L 581-2

1917.

Lincoln, Joseph

C.
1917.

L 631-18

William J.

The red planet.
1917.
Luther, Mark Lee.
The hope chest-

L 79-10

1918.

L 977-2

McCutcheon, George Barr.
Green fancy. 1917.

MacGrath,

M 137-18

Harold.

The luck of the Irish.

1917.

H 17*12

MacHarg, William.

Thp

Indian drum.
■.*" '•«*

Albert E.

Webb,

Webb, Belfast,
do;

land

and

to Lucretta

buildings in

Brooks.

Ripley, Searsmont, to JenCaswell, do.; land and buildings in

nie F.

St 42-2
T 17-12

Caswell, Searsmont,

to James

L. Bean, do; land and buildings in Searsmont.

Roscoe S. Thurston, Knox, to F. A.
Myrick, Montville; land and buildings in

1917.

W 522

1917.

W 635-3

Mary Agnes Keene,Belfast,to Margaret
L. Pearson, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
William

This ?

F. Waldron, Frankfort,
Drake, et al, Bangor; land

to
in

Frankfort.
Carrie E.

Divall, Monroe,

to George C.
Divall, do; land and buildings in Swanville.

Levi P. Seekins, Swanville, to Orlando
E. Frost, Belfast; land and buildings in
Swanville.

Frost, Belfast, to Mary
Agnes Keene, do.; land and buildings in
Orlando

E.

Swanville.
Frank F. Eames,
als, to Henry E.
land and

Stoughton, Mass., et
McCaslin, Searsport;
buildings in Searsport.

The first Porto Rican laborers to reach
the United Stetes under Government auspices will ue at work upon Government
contracts within a mo.nth.
The Employment Service of the Department of Labor
has already found employment for at least
New Use for the Motor Car.
10,000 of these men as common laborers
on construction work at Norfolk, NewTangible evidence that the passenger port News, Baltimore and vicinity. Arcar is playing as great a part as the motor rangements are now being made by the
Department of Labor to provide proper
truck in releasing the resources of the
housing for these men.
is
nation,
supplied by thousands of re-

for both short and long business trips.
The great majority of thes; requests
are for information concerning routes
into those localities where it is known
provisions, mercantile products and commodities in general use are most available.
Reports from Goodrich branche
show that many of these cars leave and
return loaded to the top with materials of
every description. Thus, it is performing
the function of both common carrier and

pleasure

car.

These reports also show that farmers
teaching their wives and daughters to
drive and that many of the cars that enter town are piloted by women.
Fanner, suburbanite and city man have
increased their personal efficiency and are
daily saving thousands of hours by enlisting the aid of the motor car. This
immense saving of times becomes more
and more noticeable as the drain on labor
from the cities and farming communities
become more acute as a result of drafting of our man power into the national
army.' This “short cut” affects every individual and ageney coming in contact
with the user of the passenger car.

HUMPHREYS’

WITCH HAZEL OINTMEN,
(COMPOUND)

For Piles o,
Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

Burning.

One application brings relief
at all

druggists

Sead Fra* Samp!* *f 01*lm**t ta

1917.
>Vf

\

M 18
-W

Humphreys' Borneo. Medicine Company
166 William Street, New^York.

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Mediciaee, 1S6 William Sfc, N. Y.

Waldo. Sa.—Supreme Judicial Court

CONVERSION OF LIBERTY BONDS.

April Term,

IL. S.l

Liberty Bonds of the first issue, Liberty
Bonds of the second issue, and Liberty
Bonds obtained by converting bonds of
the first issue into bonds of the second

j

issue can be converted into bonds of the
third issue during the six months’ perioi.

j

Carrie to. Hamlin vs. Harmon Powers, alias
Newton Leroy Golden, alias George
Leonard Turner.

by

conversion of bonds of the first loan.
Bonds of the first issue, however, will
still have the privilege of conversion into
any bonds issued, at a higher rate of interest. than 3 1-2 per cent, before the
termination of the war. All of the 4 1-4
per cent bonds are non-convertible.
Bonds for conversion may be surrendered at any Federal reserve bank or at
the Treasury Department.
Registered
bonds must be assigned to the Secretary of
the Treasury, but such assignment need
not be witnessed.
On conversion of registered bonds,
registered bonds only will be delivered,
neither change of ownership nor change
into coupon bonds being permitted.
Coupon bonds, however, may be converted into registered bonds upon request.
Coupon bonds must have the May 15, or
June 15, 1918, coupons and all subsequent
coupons attached. Coupon bonds issued
from conversion will have only four interest coupons attached, and later must
be exchanged for new bonds with the
full number of coupons attached.
All bonds issued upon conversion into
4 1-4 per cent bonds will be dated May
9th. The bonds secured upon conversion
of bonds of the first loan and bonds obtained by conversion of bonds of the first
loan into 4 per cent bonds will carry inBonds issued
terest from June 15th.
upon conversion of 4 per cent bonds of
the second issue will carry interest from
May 15th.

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
Which is Better—Try an Experiment
Profit by a Belfast Citizen's

or

Experience.
Something new is an experiment.
Must be proved to be as represented.
The statement of a manufacturer is
not convincing proof of merit.
But the endorsement of friends is.
Now supposing you had a bad back,
A lame, weak, or aching one,
Would you experiment on it?
You will read of many so-called cures.
Endorsed by strangers from far-away

places.
It’s dilferent when the endorsement
from home.
Easy to prove local testimony.
Read this Belfast case:
A. J. Noyes, proprietor of public garage, 3 Vine Street, says: “I have taken
Doan’s Kidney Pills off and on for a few
years and they have always relieved me
I was in such bad
of kidney trouble.
shape with backache about six months
ago I couldn’t move. I believe my wprk,
driving so mufh and the jolting caused
the trouble. Every cold I contracted made
the complaint worse. Whenever I have
been troubled this way, I have bought
Doan’s Kidney Pills and in a short time
they kave relieved me. I gladly recommend this kidney medicine.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Noyes
had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Bufcomes

falo, N. Y.

it

appear

shall

see cause.

Mill

ceremony was performed by
A. Smith of Bangor, Maine,
the Gospel duly authorised to

marriage
Reverend Ashley

Minister of
a
solemnize marriages; and that ever since said
marriage she has been known by the name of
Carrie M. Golden; that said parties lived together as man and wife at said Stockton
Springs until the fourth day of October, 1917,
when said defendant separated from said
plaintiff and absconded and now resides outside the State of Maine, and that the plaintiff
always believed th defendant's name to be
Newton Leroy Golden until after said Repara-

20, 1918, trains connecting
through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Sites, Farms,Sites

Boston, wil.

for Summer Hotels
and

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

|

Power

That at the time of said marriage to said
the defendant had a former wife living whom he married under the name of
George Leonard Turner, and that the defendant's marriage with said former wife was
then, to wit, at the time of the plaintiff's marriage to the defendant, in force and undissolved by decree of divorce or otherwise.
4. That the residence of said defendant is
not known to the plaintiff and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence, which reasonable diligence she has exercised.
Whekefore the plaintiff prays that said
marriage between her and the said defendant
mentioned in the complaint be annulled and
declared and decreed to be wholly null and
void, and that the plaintiff have such other
and further relief as the circumstances of the
3.

PM

1 30
1 35
t 1 45
1 57
t2 09
2 15
2 24
<2 33
2 45
5 35
5 38
5 49
3 19
5 55
9 20

TO

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 6 50
Fairfield. 7 21
Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 18 45

regarding locations

attentions
addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
invited and will receive

Unity

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

8 54

Citypoint.
CENTRAL

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.

RAILROAD,

c—Stops

|

PORTLAND. MAINE.

[L. S.]

3w22

F. W.

ALBERT M. AMES,
Notary Public.

BROWN, Jr.,

3 33
1 45
'3 40
3 53
4 10
|4 20
4 20
4 37
r4 45
5 00
tfi 10
t5 20
5 25

to leave passengers.
are now

sold at

L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,

For Sale

General

4 H. P.

Manager,

Male Help

Portland Maine.

Wanted.

SEAMEN

ONE STEAM
at
in

Engine

Chance for^Advancement—FREE. J
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school

Rockland trains seamen for officers' berths
new Merchant Marine.
Short cut to the

bridge. Two years'

sea

experience required,

Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks.
Military exemption. Apply at
tfl4
school, Federal Building, Rockland.

IN GOOD CONDITION

Seth W. Norwood,

AND STEAM PUMP

Attorney at Law,

INQUIRE AT THE

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL OFFICE

BROOKS,

BELFAST, MAINE.

Eastern

MAINE

Steamship Lines

INCORPORATED.

BANGOR LINE
Leave

Belfast Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 1.45 p. m., for
Camden, Rockland and Boston. Leave
Belfast Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday at 8.45 a. m., for Searsport,

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
|
Dissolved in water for douches (top* I
and
inflamulceration
pelvic catarrh,
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
|
sore thros^snd sore eyes. EconomicaL I
Hss estnoefisaiy desnaina and germicidal power. I

Smla F»aa

50c. all

aruuaut*.

of pantData

Bucksport, Winterport and-Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston,
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
at 5 p.m. Leave Bangor Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday at 10.00 a.
m., for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W.

b* I

Li^ Tieftixtai Tcfld CompMiy. BoetooVKlaL.^

Attorney and Counsellor at Lav,

HORSE FOR SALE

BROOKS, MAINE.

APPLY TO

Practice in all of the Courts of Maine

10 10

M

Personally appeared the

Before me,

t9 45
9 50

Unlimited tickets for Boston
$6.33 from Belfast.

Dated this nineteenth day of March, A D.
CARRIE M. HAMLIN.

Stockton Springs, March 18,1918,
above named Carrie
Hamlin and made oath that the statements
made in the foregoing complaint are true to
the best of her knowledge and belief.

12 40

10 17
10 27
10 50
til 00
11 30
11 45
til 55
12 25
f!2 40
fl 05
1 20

Thorndike. 9 02
Knox. »9 10
Brooks. 9 26
Waldo. t9 35

1918.

M.

7 00

PM

require.

case

AM

9 CO

AM

when

MAINE

AM

3 CO

Portland..

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

are

fol-

BELFAST

Boston.

AND

tion.

plaintiff

AM

1 00
City point. t7 05
Waldo. 17 15
Brooks
7 27
Knox. i7 39
Thorndike. 7 45
Unity. 7 53
Winnecook
ti*' 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
12
05
Bangor.
Clinton.
8 34
Fairfield. c8 44
Waterville.
8 49
Portland.. 11 45
3 3t>
Boston, p m.....

Unlimited Raw Material

Communications

as

BELFAST

Belfast depart

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Good

daily, except Sunday,

FROM

Camps

Undeveloped Water'

run

lows:

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

Waldo, ss.

that the

On and after Jan.

at Burnnamand Waterville with

STATE OF MAINE.

To the Honorable, the Justice of our Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third
Tuesday of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Respectfully Represents, Carrie M. Hamlin of|Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine:
1. That she is now and has been for more
than two years immediately p eceding the
filing of this complaint, a resident of said
Stockton Springs, in said County.
That the plaintiff marnea me aeienaani,
2
whose true name is Harmon Powers, under
the assumed name of Newton Leroy Golden,
at said Stockton Springs, on January 16, 1917,
whose residence is to the plaintiff unknown;

BELFAST AND BURNHAM

Locations

<-

Attest-GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
A-test—GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

Carrie M. Hamlin vs. Harmon Powers, alias
Newton Leroy Golden, alias George
Leonard 1'urner.

Maine Central R. R.

I

Quarries,
Factory

1918.

And now
appearing to the Court, that
Harmon Powers, alias Newton Leroy Golden,
beginning May 9th and ending November alias George Leonard Turner, the defendant,
has not had sufficient notice, it is Ordered,
9, 1918.
the pendency of this action be
Delivery of the bonds issued in con- that notice ofsaid
Harmon Powers, alias New'given to the
version cannot be made prior to July 1st, ton Leroy Golden, alias George Leonard Turbut bonds presented for conversion on or ner, by publishing an attested copy of the pebefore that date will be retained by the tition in the same, or an abstract thereof,
Treasury and a non-negotiable receipt together with this order thereon, three weeksa
issued therefore. Interest will be adjust- successively in The Republican Journal,
in Belfast, in the County
ed in each case between the Government newspaper printed
i of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty
and the bondholder.
| days at least before the next term of this
After November 9, 1918, no further ! Court, to be holden at Belfast within and for
rights of conversion will attach to the 4 the County of Waldo, on ti e fourth Tuesday
then and
per cent bonds, either the original bonds of September, 1918, that he may
and answer to said suit, if he
there
loan or those obtained

Henry C. Moody, Norfolk, Mass., to
Dora E. Moody, Lincolnville; land and
buildings in Lincolnville.
Charles A. Boynton, Belfast, to Henry
H. Newell, Boston; land in Montville.
Wayland H. White, Montville, to Roscoe S. Thurston, Knox; land and buildings in Montville.
John W. Nutter, et ah, Montville, to
Roscoe S. Thurston, Knox; land and
of the second
buildings in Montville.

are

Extricating Obadiah.

Locke,

St 241

quests made at the 120 branches and
depots of the B. F. Goodrich Rubber
Company for route cards and road maps

Knibbs, Harry Herbert.
Overland Red. A romance
of the Moonstone Trail.

Sa 9-3

After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine for a short time you will see a
great improvement in your general health.
H 213-7 Start taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at
rid of catarrh
once and get
Send for
testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
H 381 I
Soldby all Druggists, 75c.

I
Hopkins, Nevil Monroe.
The Raccoon Lake Mystery.
1917.H 772-2
Hough, Emerson.
The broken gate.
j^tipling, Rudyard.
A diversity of

R 82-4

diseased portions.

Dormie one, and other golf
1917.H 141-4
stories.

SO-CO-NY MOTOR GASOLINE

ings in Palermo.
C. Moody, Brookline, Mass., to
E. Moody, Lincolnville; land and
| buildings in Lincolnville.

Jennie F.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirtyfive years, and has become known as the
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine acts through the Blood
on the Mucous surfaces,
expelling the
Poison from the Blood and healing the

ter.)

1915.

Belinda J. Bryant, et als., Fairfield, to
Bailey, Palermo; land and build-

Ernest C.

Donald K.

G.86-10

Harben, Will N.
1917.
The triumph.
Hendryx, James B.
The promise. A tale of the

Morse, Chelsea, Mass., to A.
Cambridge, Mass.; land

Searsmont.

u oa-t

Haggard, Henry Rider.
Finished.
1917.H 12-11
Hall, Holworthy. (H. E. Por-

great Northwest.

R 47-13

Arthur.

Weston, George.
Oh, Mary, be careful.
Widdemer, Margaret.
The wishing-ring man.
!

Zane.
1918.

Hester

Chandler Morse,
in Belmont.

1917.T 681-2 Montville.
Charles B. Thompson, Searsmont, to
Ward, Mary Augusta. (Mrs.
Thomas A. Higgins, Morrill; land in SearsHumphrey Ward.)
Missing. 1917.W 21-20 mont.
Israel Woodbury, Morrill, to Thomas A.
Wells, Carolyn.
Dor is of Dobbs Ferry.
w 462 5
1917.
Higgins, do; land and buildings in Morrill.

C 943-6

D 29-16

]

Burnham.

Evelzora E.

The world and Thomas Kelly.

C 769-4

Dillon, Mary.

The U. P. Trail.

R 41-9

Booth.
1916.

]
i

M.

and myself.

Penrod and Sam.

...

1W8.

1917.

1917.

Tarkington,

1916.C 769-5

Curwood, Janies Oliver.
Baree, son of Kazan. 1917.
Cutler, Robert.
1917.
Louisburg Square.
Davis, Richard Harding.

Sawyer, Ruth.
Herself, himself

Miss Pirn’s camouflage. 1918.
Burton E.
A king in Babylon.
1917.

C 76-11

1917.

Conrad, Joseph.
Typhoon. A sea story. 1917.

Grey,

1915.

R 41-11

Stevenson,

Gordon.)

Comrades.

R

Hall, Wellington;

j Henry
36-8 Dora

Stanley, Dorothy (Lady.)

B 8-13

Connor, Ralph,

Princess

1917.

Miss Millions’ maid.

B 655-7

Brown, Alice.
Bromley neighborhood. 1917
Cholmondeley, Alice.
Christine,.Letters from Ger-

Youth.

P 834-8

1917.R 63-9
Berta.
iMrs.
Oliver

Ruck,

Brainerd, Eleanor Hoyt.

The major.

P 834-9

Onions.)

Bosher ,Kate Langley.
Kitty Canary. 1918.

many.

P 832-8

arrow.

B 512-22

The intriguers.

1916.

Rinehart, Mary Roberts.
Long live the king.
1917.
Rohlfs, Anna Katharine Green.
'Ihe mystery of the hasty

B 396-2

wheels.

on

1918.

Grace S.
Red Pepper’s patients. 1917.
Round the corner in Gay

252-7

Eng-

Joan.
lish mining village.
Beith, lan Hay.

an

M 689-4

Richmond,

4.B
of

Money!

Lillian E. Perry, Burnham, to John A.
land and buildings in

M 333

Eleanor H.

Calvary Alley.

A Fife fisher girl.

romance

E. Read, do; land and buildings in Montville.

Rice,

Barr, Amelia E.

A

.....

The trimmed lamp.
Alice Hegan.

The white ladies of Worces-

1917.

1917.

Porter, Sidney. (O. Henry.)
The gentle grafter,
1913.

Florence L.

Christine.

The story of.
John Ames.

Oh, Money!

A.
The rulers of t lie lakes.

ter.

_

D. P. Palmer-Owen Bros.

Altsheler, Joseph
Barclay,

Ethyl J. Curtis, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Ethyl J. Curtis, Belfast, to Ellen J.
Curtis, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Arthur V. Otis, Montville, to John F.
Otis, Fairfield; land in Montville.
Loren E. Stewart, Montville, to Roya*

A. S. HEAL,

Belfast, Maine,

POTE, Agent, Belfast,

Maine.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
j

THE DIAMOND It RA N I#,
I.adU'8.’ Asliyonr l)tai
('lii'cWlcr’fe IMamonc
Pllh in Red and Ciold
boxes, seated with Blue
Take no other. Bur of rot
Ask for FIlJMTIl'S-TFR’S'
"«■»«§»**.
DIAMOND IIRAND FILLS for *&
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

$4.17

Buy a

The Government Buys it Back from you
for ff
1923
1st.
January

OO

AND THEN BUY ANOTHER
Until You Have

AIIYouCan. Fill Your Certificate

Bought

$5 for every stamp
On January 1, 1923, the U. S. Government buys this War Savings Certificate from you, paying you
on it.
it.
Thus your War Savings Certificate has made you a profit of 83c. on each stamp pasted
This profit is 4 per cent interest compounded

Every

man, woman

and child, in this hour of

Continue to buy War
Then you will have a

you

good profit arid is guaranteed
the safest guarantee in the world.
It is

quarterly.

a

by the U. S. Government

War Savings Stamps
country’s need, should save money and ^*y as many
have pasted twenty of them in your War Savings Certificate.

to any

and

absolutely need your money
time, take your War Savings Certificate
postoffice.

buy

one

War

postoffice will’give you back what you
paid for it plus approximately 3 % interest,

Fellow citizens,
be

a

compounded quarterly.
Treasury department asks for sub'
scribersto,,two billion dollars,
and child will

Do

not

HOW

on

Every dollar wasted,

save

YOU

buy W. S. S.

war.

arrogant

the

autocracy

to

“Do not

luxuries.
or

spent

on

do

luxury

put off till

OF

JOY

tomorrow what you

ISTART
and

^_

SERVICE

'the'service

Z1"
equipment,

may serve; you
without which he cannot

You

are as necessary

nfmos, to snppi, the fighting
,oy of Service, if yon help to yonr

fight.

to him as he is to his

inaicncnsable
ship-and both are equally indKpenwbie
made his
ry poss
because
you
pnde
..

regiment

or

his

will share his
marching home flushed with the pride of victory, you

Buy these stamps and get behind your Country. Help
QUICKLY-AND KNOW THE JOY OF SERVICE!

1

t,oun
to our Country.

arm,

THIS SPACE

protect and

save

mese are me Mine

the lives of

our

CONTRIBUTED

«

soldiers.

man

with the

arms

And when he comes
War

place*£*redI*(ThesfarTttie^me^'cSvernment

At every bank and postoffice, and in stores and other
thereafter during
Stamps for $4.17 during June, increasing lc. a month
on your Investment,
quarterly,
%
interest,
compounded
$5, due January 1,1923-4

Savings

Binds and their face value is

AAR WIN IT
HELP WIN THE WAR-WIN

BY

MAINE.
BELFAST,
COMPANY,
TRUST
WALDO
THE

THE REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL,

can

today.”

jt^ITlJuUd^veryttiin^you^possess

fhe fuU ,he

to

shackle the world in slavery.

MAY SHARE THE

,iso may Know

crush

that threatens

see reflected ,he
could serve.
In the faces of our young men marching away to war you
you possess if you too
and
you feel that you would give everytmng
eyes
shining
shoulders
with
them
squared
watch
hy
As you
swing
“d
as fha, of the man
as honorable and praiseworthy
of the man who remains a. home may he as vitally important,
Umt

Do’notfonget

to

American citizen that

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS TODAY.

BUYING
*

spend

them

guaranteed

Every dollar of every
W. S. S. helps
is saved and put into a

Do not waste them.

The

man, woman

Save your money and

every dollar you own can

silent, mighty power in this great

fit and [s

helps Germany.

Savings Stamp, this will give

the Government four hundred twelve millions
with which to help end the war.

The

If each

possible.

Savings Stamps until you
complete War Savings Certificate.

War Savings Certificate.
On January 1,1923, the U. S. Government will pay you $1C0 for this iscomplete
yThis profit 4 per cent interest compounde quar
Thus you will make a profit ot $16.60 on your War Savings Certificate.
by the U. S. Government—the strongest guarantee in the world.

at any

as

our

If you should

I1

to you

pasted on

“

"
0

